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Abstract:
Year-round in situ Bering Strait mooring data (1990-2015) document a long-term increase
(~0.01Sv/yr whole record, ~0.02Sv since 2000) in the annual mean transport of Pacific waters into the
Arctic. Between 2002 and present (2015), all annual mean transports (except 2005 and 2012) are
greater than the previously accepted climatology (~0.8Sv). The record-length maximum (2014:
1.2±0.1Sv) is 70% higher record-length minimum (2001: 0.7±0.1Sv), corresponding to a ~¼year reduction
in the flushing time of the Chukchi Sea (to ~4.5months from ~7.5months). The transport increase results
from stronger northward flows (not fewer southward flow events); the velocity distribution’s annual
mode ranges from <25cm/s to >40cm/s, a 60% increase in speed and a 150% increase in kinetic energy,
a metric which scales with the flow’s impacts on bottom suspension, mixing and erosion.
Record-length trends in annual mean heat and freshwater fluxes (primarily driven by volume flux
trends, since warming/freshening trends (0.03±0.02°C/yr; 0.01±0.01psu/yr) are only just significant) are
large (0.06±0.05x1020J/yr; 30±20km3yr; relative to -1.9°C and 34.8psu), with heat flux lows in 2001 and
2012 (~3x1020J) and highs in 2007 and 2015 (~5.5 x1020J), and a freshwater range of ~2300km3 (2001) to
~3500km3 (2014). High-flow year 2015 (~1.1Sv) has the highest annual mean temperature recorded,
~0.7°C, astoundingly warmer than the record-length mean of 0.0±0.2°C, while low-flow year 2012
(~0.8Sv) is also remarkably cold (~-0.6°C), likely due to anomalously weak northward flow in JanuaryMarch, partly driven by anomalously strong southward winds in March.
A seasonal decomposition shows significant freshening in winter (~0.03psu/yr January-March)
likely due to sea-ice changes, but no trend (or perhaps salinization) in the rest of the year, consistent
with the Alaskan Coastal Current (ACC) which shows no significant trends of warming, freshening or flow
increase in the available data (2002-2015). A seasonal warming trend in the strait proper in May and
June (~0.04°C/yr) is reflected in a trend to earlier arrival (0.9±0.8days/yr) of waters warmer than 0°C.
Contrastingly, no significant trend is found in the time of cooling of the strait. The strait’s seasonal
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increasing transport trends (~0.02Sv/yr) are largest from May-November, likely due to the large winddriven variability in other months masking the signal.
A correlation analysis is used to separate the flow into portions driven by (a) the local wind and (b)
a far-field (Pacific Arctic “pressure-head”) forcing. We show that Ekman set-up of waters along the coast
in the strait can explain the strong correlation of the water velocity with along-strait winds (as opposed
to across-strait winds). We highlight the strong seasonality of this relationship (r~0.8 in winter, but only
~0.4 in summer), which reflects the weak influence of the (seasonally weak) winds in summer. Over the
25 years of data, we find much variability, but no significant trend in the wind or the wind-driven
component. Most notably, however, we find the increase in the Bering Strait throughflow is due to a
strong increase in the pressure-head forcing of the flow, consistent through most of the year, reflecting
the naturally longer timescales of the far-field forcing of the flow.
Considering 2003-2015 data, we propose a higher annual mean transport for the strait
(1.0±0.05Sv) based on recent flow increases (not methodology changes) and present estimated seasonal
climatologies for properties and fluxes for the strait and for the ACC. Heat and freshwater seasonalities
are strongly influenced by the ACC and stratification, both of which are still poorly quantified. We
estimate a maximum seasonal range of heat and freshwater fluxes as 0-40TW and 0.05-0.14Sv.
Finally we consider the predictability of the throughflow properties and future measurement
requirements for the strait, concluding that year-round in situ mooring are still the only currently viable
way of obtaining accurate quantifications of the properties of the Pacific input to the Arctic.
1. Introduction to the Bering Strait throughflow
The flow through the Bering Strait is the only oceanic input from the Pacific to the Arctic Ocean. In
addition to driving most of the oceanic properties in the Chukchi Sea [Woodgate et al., 2005a], the
Bering Strait throughflow, although comparatively small in volume (~0.8Sv, 1Sv=106m3/s, [Roach et al.,
1995]), also has dramatic influences on the Arctic Ocean and the global ocean beyond. It contributes
roughly 1/3rd of all freshwater entering the Arctic [Aagaard and Carmack, 1989; Serreze et al., 2006],
provides the greatest interannual variability in Arctic freshwater input [Woodgate et al., 2015], and sets
up near-surface (top ~100-200m) stratification in roughly one half of the Arctic Ocean, supplying the
“cold halocline” which protects Arctic sea ice from the warm Atlantic waters below (see Woodgate
[2013] for an overview of the Arctic circulation). In spring and summer, the Bering Strait throughflow is
a significant source of oceanic heat to the Arctic (3-6x1020J/yr relative to freezing, the temperature at
which Bering Strait waters leave the Arctic, and ~1/3rd of the Fram Strait heat inflow); triggers the onset
of ice melt in the Chukchi and western Arctic, and provides the Pacific Summer Waters which likely act
as a subsurface heat source to the ice in the Arctic year-round [Woodgate et al., 2010]. Being an major
source of oceanic nutrients [Walsh et al., 1997; Torres-Valdés et al., 2013], the Bering Strait throughflow
also profoundly affects ecosystems in the Chukchi Sea, the western Arctic Ocean and in the outflows
from the Arctic through the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA). Although by the time the Pacific Waters
leave the Arctic (via the CAA or Fram Strait) they are mostly near the freezing temperature [Steele et al.,
2004], their comparative freshness (compared to waters of the Atlantic) is found in modeling studies to
influence the North Atlantic Circulation and the global thermohaline circulation (for an review, see
Wadley and Bigg [2002]), and paleo world-climate [De Boer and Nof, 2004b; Hu and Meehl, 2005; Hu et
al., 2007].
The water properties of the Chukchi Sea are dominantly set by the water properties entering
through the Bering Strait [Woodgate et al., 2005a]. Simple geography suggests similarly that the
residence time of waters in the Chukchi Sea to the north (and possibly over the Bering Sea Shelf to the
south) must also be strongly influenced by the magnitude of the volume flux through the strait
[Woodgate, 2015]. Moreover, a recent study of in situ, satellite and modeling results [Serreze et al.,
2016] conclude the oceanic heat flux through the strait (in April-June) may explain 68% of the variance
in the timing of sea-ice retreat in the Chukchi Sea, with model correlations suggesting the Bering Strait
heat flux is a more efficient predictor than the atmospheric forcing terms of wind, surface air
temperature, or radiation. Being a driver of sea-ice retreat, the Bering Strait throughflow also has
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societal impacts, including implications for coastal erosion, navigability of the Arctic, and access to
natural resources in the region.
Thus, a host of climate, ecology, and societal reasons drive our desire to quantify the properties of
the flow through the Bering Strait, to assess change in those properties, to understand what is driving
the change and, eventually, predict variability in the throughflow.
The Bering Strait itself offers a promisingly straightforward geography for measuring the oceanic
input from the Pacific to the Arctic (Figure 1). The strait is narrow, ~85km wide at the narrowest point,
and although split into 2 channels by a group of 2 islands (the Diomede Islands) in the center of the
strait. Prior work [Woodgate et al., 2006; Woodgate et al., 2007] has indicated that, to a large extent,
the average properties of the flow the 2 channels may be effectively estimated by measurements at a
site some 35km north of the islands, known as the climate site A3 (Figure 1 and Figure 2), see also
Section 2.3 below. To assess the total input through the strait, to the A3 measurements must be added
the properties of the Alaskan Coastal Current (Figure 1 and Figure 2), a warm, fresh northward-flowing
current present seasonally along the Alaskan Coast [Paquette and Bourke, 1974; Ahlnäs and Garrison,
1984] and believed to provide ~0.1Sv of flow, and ~1/3rd of the heat and ¼ of the freshwater fluxes
through the strait [Woodgate and Aagaard, 2005; Woodgate et al., 2006]. (See Section 2.4 for a
discussion of reference values for heat and freshwater fluxes.) As shown in Figure 1, there is also a
seasonal coastal current, the Siberian Coastal Current, (also ~0.1Sv), flowing southward in some years
along the Russian coast [Weingartner et al., 1999]. However this current only rarely reaches the strait
[Woodgate et al., 2015]and thus is not included in the analysis of this paper.
Since 1990, almost without interruption, year-round measurements have been maintained in the
Bering Strait region and from 2001, a new mooring, A4, was added to assess the contribution of the
Alaskan Coastal Current - see Woodgate et al., [2015] for an overview. In addition to establishing a
baseline flow of ~0.8Sv [Roach et al., 1995], these measurements have allowed quantification of strong
seasonal cycles in temperature, salinity, and transport, (monthly means: -1.8°C to 2.3°C; 31.9psu to
33.0psu; 0.4Sv to1.3Sv, respectively [Woodgate et al., 2005b]); identified a trend to earlier warming the
strait (1998-2011 trend: 1.6±1.1 days per year [Woodgate et al., 2012]), and reported almost a doubling
of the volume transport from 2001 (0.7Sv) to 2011 (1.1Sv), and a step function warming in 2002, with
corresponding increases in heat and freshwater transports, due ~50% and >90% respectively to the
volume flux increases [Woodgate et al., 2012]. (Throughout this paper, salinities are reported on the
Practical Salinity Scale [Lewis, 1980] and denoted with the dimensionless designator, psu.)
However, to date, little solid progress has been made on the causes of change in the Bering
Strait region. Since at least 1966 [Coachman and Aagaard, 1966], it has been asserted that the flow
through the strait is primarily due to a oceanic pressure difference between the Pacific and Arctic
Oceans (tacitly assumed to be constant), mediated by the local winds, which generally oppose the flow
(see Woodgate et al., [2005a] for discussion). Such logic has led to a simplistic deconstruction of the
flow into wind-driven and non-wind-driven terms [Woodgate et al., 2006; Woodgate et al., 2010], which
suggests (contrary to the assumption of a constant pressure-head) that most (~2/3rds) of the increase in
the flow to 2007 is not driven by the local wind, but instead is attributable to change in the far-field
forcing of the flow. However, the source of this far-field forcing, typically called the pressure-head, is
still far from clear. It is frequently believed to be steric in origin [Stigebrandt, 1984; Wijffels et al., 1992;
Aagaard et al., 2006], possibly driven by atmospheric transport of freshwater from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, although other studies suggest global winds may instead be the cause of high sea-levels in the
northern Pacific [De Boer and Nof, 2004a; b]. More recently, investigations of the Bering Sea shelf
[Danielson et al., 2012a; Danielson et al., 2012b], by studying wind patterns (particularly the position of
the typical low pressure system of the Bering Sea region, the Aleutian Low), infers a Bering Sea shelf
driving for the Bering Strait flow, and in a still more recent consolidating work, Danielson et al., [2014]
seek also to explain the recent flow increase with an increase in sea surface height in the Bering Sea. It
is also worth noting that many otherwise high quality models struggle to produce results which match
the observational data [Clement-Kinney et al., 2014], which turn must limit these models in assessing the
Pacific influence on the Arctic.
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In this current paper, we start by updating the published literature by quantifying changes (it
turns out, continuing increase) in the annual mean properties of the Bering Strait throughflow to the
end of currently available data, i.e., annual means for 2015. But the annual means of properties provide
only a crude understanding of change in a system which has such strong season variability. Thus, the
main thrust of this paper is to quantify (and where possible understand) seasonal (defined here as
monthly) change over the ~25 years of available data. We find this leads to some insight on the drivers
of the throughflow, insight which will be helpful in model and satellite studies investigating the drivers
of change in the Bering Strait. In addition, a better quantification of the seasonal variability, and how
that is changing in the region, will provide insight to variety of climate, and local studies, and help guide
local societal needs.
In Section 2, we describe the data used for this study, data corrections applied, and assess data
limitations. In Section 3, we quantify recent interannual change in the annual means of major fluxes of
interest through the strait, including the contrary behavior (stability) of the Alaskan Coastal Current
(ACC). In Section 4, we consider interannual change in the seasonal (monthly) variability of the
temperature, salinity and velocity of the throughflow and the ACC. In Section 5, we address the drivers
of the Bering Strait throughflow, moving on from the prior annual mean analysis to concentrate on the
seasonal variability of the drivings, issues with wind reanalysis products, and finally assess the
interannual variability of these seasonal drivings. Finally, Section 6 presents an updated seasonal
climatology for the Bering Strait, including a basic seasonal assessment of the contribution of the
Alaskan Coastal Current and stratification to the heat and freshwater fluxes.
2. Bering Strait mooring and supporting data - data quality control, limitations and final accuracy
2.1 Mooring Data
The primary data set for this study is a series of in situ moorings deployed year-round in the
Bering Strait region from 1990 to present, see Woodgate et al., [2015] for overview. We consider data
from 4 sites (Figure 1) - A1 in the western (Russian) channel of the strait; A2 in the eastern (US) channel
of the strait; A3, ~35km north of the strait proper, a site nicknamed the “climate site” (see Section 2.3)
as it is found to give a useful average of the properties in the 2 channels of the strait ([Woodgate et al.,
2006; Woodgate et al., 2007], see also Figure 2); and A4 in the eastern part of the eastern channel of the
strait, ~10km from the coast and centered in the Alaskan Coastal Current (ACC). We primarily use data
from A3 and A4. For years of data availability by mooring site, see Table 1.
Standardly, data were collected hourly by instruments moored ~10-20m above the sea floor
(water depths being ~51m at A1, ~55m at A2, ~57m at A3, and ~48m at A4). Temperature and salinity
data are typically from Seabird SeaCAT sensors, and velocity data are from either Aanderaa RCMs
(Recording Current Meters) or Teledyne RDI ADCPs (Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers). For a full
description of instrumentation, see Woodgate et al., [2015], or metadata at data archives at the
National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI, https://www.nodc.noaa.gov, formerly the
National Oceanographic Data Center) and our website, psc.apl.washington.edu/BeringStrait.html. All
direction data are corrected to geographical north (signified by °T) using NCEI or equivalent magnetic
field calculators - declination in the Bering Strait region is ~+10°, varying by a less than 1° per year.
Instruments were typically calibrated before and after deployment either by the manufacturer
or to the manufacturer’s specifications (e.g., compass calibration on the ADCPs). These calibrations are
reportedly good to 0.02°C and 0.02psu (Seabird data); 2cm/s, 5°T, 0.05°C, and 0.2psu (Aanderaa data);
and 0.5cm/s, 1°T, and 0.4°C (ADCP data). While this temperature accuracy estimate is likely quite
reasonable, post-deployment compass calibrations for ADCPs suggest that for velocity records final
heading accuracies are nearer ~5-10°T (possibly due to changing magnetics of internal batteries in the
ADCPs during deployment) and occasional ADCP malfunctions (A1, from September 2009 - August 2010;
A2, from August 2014-July 2015) results in direction errors ~15°T. Pre 2000, dead zones in compass
headings are also not uncommon and are 2-10°T. Similarly, CTD casts (taken just prior to recovery in
some years) indicate that biofouling effects on conductivity (hence salinity) are not always captured by
the manufacturer’s post-cruise calibration, frequently resulting in mooring records reading erroneously
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fresh, Table 2. To address this, extensive checks of the recovered data assessed comparisons to
available CTD data, consistency with freezing temperature in winter, and continuity between the end of
one deployment and the start of the next. (Mooring turnaround was once a year, in summer or
autumn.) These checks often identified sizeable salinity differences between recovery and deployment
(see Table 2 for examples). Where clear proof was obtained of erroneous salinity, the data were
corrected by applying a correction linearly ramping with time between known times of good data (e.g.,
late spring or early summer) to the end of the record, such that better continuity of the salinity record
over mooring turnaround time was obtained. Obvious temperature and salinity spikes were also
removed. We refer to this data stream as “corrected” data. However, since the older data frequently
do not have post-cruise calibration casts and thus cannot be similarly checked, we consider both the
uncorrected data and the corrected data in what follows. For our current analysis, which considers only
monthly means or longer time averaging, using both data sets indicates that these corrections make
only order <10% changes to the final mean monthly/annual values. But for studies using hourly data in
individual years, the user is recommended to proceed with caution using data from the summer months
prior to recovery.
When mechanical rotors were used (generally prior to 2004, see Woodgate et al., [2015]), rotor
fouling was sometimes an issue and in such situations (e.g., 1990-1991, spring 2000, fall 2001), the
degraded records are corrected by interpolation from other moorings using known relationships (e.g., as
per Woodgate et al., [2005a]). Additionally, in the ADCP data from more recent years (2002 onwards)
frequently the first bin of velocity data was suspected to be reading erroneously low (from an inspection
of velocity profiles with depth, compared also to ship-based ADCP data) and was generally neglected.
2.2 Calculation of volume fluxes from mooring data
While velocity data from 2007 onwards are obtained exclusively from ADCPs (which yield velocity
at a set of levels, here usually 2m spacing, from the instrument to the surface), earlier instruments
measure only a one depth. Prior work [Woodgate and Aagaard, 2005; Woodgate et al., 2015] and
analysis of the moored ADCP data (and ship-based ADCP data) shows that, away from the Alaskan
Coastal Current (ACC), the velocity structure in the strait is very strongly barotropic and also largely
homogeneous in space, and this observation is the basis of obtaining total transports for the strait from
a point measurement of velocity [Woodgate et al., 2006; Woodgate et al., 2010; Woodgate et al., 2012;
Woodgate et al., 2015]. (Note that prior work suggesting apparently large variability of velocity across
the strait away from the ACC [Coachman et al., 1975] is almost certainly aliasing temporal change into
apparent spatial change.) To ensure continuity across the entire 25-year time-span of the moorings, for
this paper we continue to use this simplistic transformation of (northward) velocity to transport,
obtained assuming a cross-section area of 4.25km2 for A3 data (the full strait); 1.57km2 for A2 data and
1.08km2 for A1 data (for each channel, respectively). A comparison of this simple estimate with one
obtained from the full depth ADCP data from a year with multiple moorings shows agreement to within
the error bars of the simple estimate, i.e., <0.1Sv. (Note if A3 data are missing, we may approximate A3
northward velocities from A2 velocities, using an multiplicative factor (0.83) found from comparison of
times when both data streams are available [Woodgate et al., 2005a]). In the same spirit, we use a
cross-section area of 0.4km2 to convert A4 velocity data to a transport, a value which assumes a fixed
width for the ACC of 20km. We note, however that it is highly likely the width of the ACC varies
substantially and this fixed value gives only a very rough estimate of the total transport of the ACC. We
return to this issue in Section 6.3.
Over the 25 years of measurement, mooring design changes result in changes in the depth of
velocity measurements (e.g., A3 from maximum of 52m, minimum of 35m). A estimate of velocity shear
with depth, from ship-based ADCPs (of limited accuracy) and more usefully by extrapolating velocity
shear from the lower bins of the moored ADCPs suggest that velocity shear is less than a slowing
towards the bottom of order 0.75% per m in the depth range of the measurements. To correct for this,
similar to the approach of prior work [Woodgate et al., 2012; Danielson et al., 2014] the older (deeper)
data have been proportionally increased according to their depths below a nominal reference depth of
36m. These data are also referred to as corrected near-bottom data. Since this correction is somewhat
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arbitrary, we will also sometimes, for reference, include velocity and transport estimates made using the
uncorrected velocity data, considering that these two estimates likely bound the real variability.
2.3 Estimation of representative water properties for the Bering Strait - A3 as the “climate” site
As per previous work [Woodgate et al., 2006; Woodgate et al., 2010; Woodgate et al., 2012;
Woodgate et al., 2015], we will use the temperature and salinity records from A3 as the best available
representation of the mean properties of the non-ACC waters of the Bering Strait. This is motivated by
comparisons of A3 data with data from the two channels of the strait (A1 and A2) [Woodgate et al.,
2007]. For a one-year example, see Figure 2, which shows that, as is somewhat intuitive from CTD
sections from the strait [Woodgate et al., 2015], A3 temperature and salinity almost always lie between
the temperatures and salinities of A1 and A2. This relationship holds for all years of available data (data
not shown). While the exact relationship of A3 properties to A1 and A2 does vary slightly by year, a
simple regression analysis showed strong coherence between years, with A3 temperature variability
being ~58-67% dependent on A1, and 28-40% dependent on A2; and A3 salinity variability being 34-49%
dependent on A1 and 10-40% dependent on A2 [Woodgate et al., 2007]. In addition, as we will see
below (Section 3.6 and Table 3) interannual change in annual mean temperature and salinity at A3 is
well correlated with that at A1 (r~0.96 for temperature, r~0.88 for salinity) and A2 (r~0.92 for
temperature and r~0.76 for salinity) (all correlations significant at the 90% level or above, see Table 3).
These relationships all support the use of A3 as the “climate” site for the properties of the Bering Strait
throughflow.
2.4 Calculation of freshwater and heat fluxes from mooring data
As per prior work [Woodgate et al., 2006; Woodgate et al., 2010; Woodgate et al., 2012;
Woodgate et al., 2015], heat and freshwater fluxes (𝑇𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 and 𝑇𝐹𝑊 respectively) are calculated from the
mooring data (hourly) using the following equations:
𝑇𝐹𝑊 = 𝑇𝑣𝑜𝑙 ( 1 −

𝑆
)
𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓

with

𝑇𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 = 𝜌 𝑇𝑣𝑜𝑙 𝑐𝑤 ( 𝜃 − 𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓 )

𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 34.8psu

with

𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓 = -1.9°C

(2.4.1)
(2.4.2)

where 𝑇𝑣𝑜𝑙 is the volume transport through the strait (as per Section 2.2); 𝑇𝐹𝑊 is defined as the
freshwater transport relative to 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓 ; 𝑇𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 is defined as the heat transport relative to 𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓 ; 𝜌 is the
density of sea water (1023 kg/m3); and 𝑐𝑤 is the specific heat capacity of water (3900 J/(kgK)).
As discussed by previous authors [e.g., Schauer and Beszczynska-Möller, 2009], a frequently
unappreciated point is that these “fluxes” are strongly numerically dependent on the choice of
reference temperature or salinity, severely compromising, indeed invalidating, comparisons of fluxes
made using different reference values. Critically also, given a system with non-zero mass flux, there are
significant issues interpreting the physical meaning of the heat and freshwater fluxes calculated as in
equations 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, both of which are standard in the older and newer literature [e.g., Aagaard
and Greisman, 1975; Aagaard and Carmack, 1989; Ilıcak et al., 2016]
A solution to this conundrum is to be explicit about the question one wishes to address by
computing these fluxes.
In terms of freshwater flux, our question is “To what extent do the Bering Strait waters act to
freshen the Arctic Ocean?“. Thus, we set 𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑓 to the mean salinity of Arctic waters, estimated as
34.8psu by Aagaard and Carmack [1989].
In terms of heat flux, our question is “What is the possible effect of Bering Strait waters on melting
sea ice in the Arctic?”. While we cannot ascertain the fate of Pacific Water heat within the Arctic, we
may estimate how much heat has been lost from Pacific Waters by the time they leave the Arctic. Since
observations indicate that by the time Pacific Waters leave the Arctic they are very close to the freezing
point [Steele et al., 2004], using that freezing temperature in equation 2.4.1 allows us to estimate how
much heat has been lost from the Pacific waters during their transit of the Arctic.
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As discussed in Woodgate et al., [2010], this choice of reference temperature yields an upper
bound on the ice-melting capacity of the Pacific waters. It is highly likely that a significant fraction of
this heat is lost directly to the atmosphere through leads or open water. However, it is also clear that a
sizeable fraction (order ¼) is contained within the Pacific Summer Water maximum prevalent in the
western Arctic - compare a typical ~50m thick, 2°C (i.e., ~4°C above freezing) Bering Strait inflow water
column with the ~20m thick Pacific Summer Water layer at ~0.5°C (i.e., ~2.5°C above freezing) in the
western Arctic (Arctic numbers from temperature section in Timmermanns et al., [2014]). Note that the
heat in this temperature maximum is also typically lost by the time the Pacific Waters (identified by
salinity and chemical tracers) leave the Arctic [Steele et al., 2004].
For simplicity, we use a fixed freezing temperature, of -1.9°C, noting that using a salinity
dependent freezing temperature would only alter our numerical values by ~5%, much less than the
uncertainty in the quantification from other sources.
A proper quantification of heat and freshwater fluxes requires information of how velocity,
temperature and salinity vary both with depth and with distance across the strait. Prior data
(summarized in Woodgate et al., [2015]) shows the flow, away from the ACC, to be dominantly
barotropic in velocity and a 1-layer or 2-layer (winter and non-winter respectively) in temperature and
salinity. Lacking year-round upper layer measurements, previous authors [Woodgate et al., 2010;
Woodgate et al., 2012] made estimates of total heat and freshwater flux using the near-bottom
temperature, salinity, and velocity mooring data (measurements of the lower layer) combined with
corrections for the ACC and stratification, viz., standard corrections for the ACC heat and freshwater
contributions, and a range of layer depths (10-20m) and either sea surface temperature or a standard
correction for salinity for stratification corrections. Combined these corrections are ~1.4-1.7x1020J/yr
for heat flux and ~800-1000km3/yr for freshwater flux. For consistency with the older data, in this paper
when we compute absolute values, we will (unless stated otherwise) maintain the same methods. We
note, pragmatically, that the corrections used are either constant (ACC freshwater and heat,
stratification freshwater) or strongly correlated with the velocity (stratification heat), and thus where we
seek trends over the whole time-series, we will generally neglect these corrections. In section 6.3, we
will return to this issue using more modern data to assess the seasonalities of these corrections.
2.5 Means, trends and errors thereof
Some general principles apply to the validity and uncertainties of numerical values given the
paper. Errors in means are given as standard errors assuming an appropriate number of degrees of
freedom. For means (monthly or annual) calculated from hourly (or for wind data 6-hourly) data, the
number of degrees of freedom is obtained by dividing the record length by the integral timescale (time
for autocorrelation to fall to 1/𝑒). When monthly means are combined, they are assumed to be
independent (thus, the relevant number of degrees of freedom is the same as number of years of data).
Errors are combined according to standard error propagation theory. Trends (through monthly or
annual values) are assessed by least squares fit, assuming individual years are independent, and the
errors reported are the 95% limit of a 1-sided Student’s t-test.
2.6 Wind data - reanalysis and station data
To the best of our knowledge, a consistent observational wind data set is not available from the
Bering Strait region for the entire period of our data (1990-present). Thus, to assess the role of wind
forcing in the Bering Strait, we use 10m winds from standard atmospheric model reanalysis models,
specifically: NCEP (National Centers for Environmental Prediction) R1 data, with spatial resolution at the
Bering Strait of 2.5deg, available from 1948 to 2015; JRA25 (Japanese 25-year Reanalysis) with spatial
resolution at the Bering Strait of 1.12deg, available from 1979 to 2013; and ERAinterm, with spatial
resolution at the Bering Strait of 0.7deg, available from 1979 to 2015. All these products are available at
6hr time resolution.
Relevant to our study, a comparison of reanalysis products with in situ data from the high Arctic
[Lindsay et al., 2014] finds that daily NCEP wind speeds, although fairly well correlated with observations
(r~0.8), are on average ~1m/s less than in situ wind speed measurements. ERAinterim is similarly well
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correlated (r~0.9), but biased ~0.5m/s higher than in situ winds. But these are results from the central
Arctic - in Section 5.5 below, we will consider the agreement between the reanalysis wind products used
in this study and hourly data from 2009 to 2016 at the airport in Wales (a small community on the
eastern side of the Bering Strait). Note that the strong topography of the Bering Strait influences in situ
measurements and that those effects are very unlikely to be captured by the comparatively coarse grid
resolutions of the atmospheric models. Indeed, anecdotally it appears that during mooring cruises to
the strait region, the in situ wind is almost always higher than the marine forecast. However, lacking
better data, we must work with what is available.
2.7 Sea surface temperature data
For sea surface temperature (SST) data, we use the 0.25deg, daily resolution NOAA product,
available from http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.noaa.oisst.v2.highres.html. Data are
available from 1982 to present. When we seek a comparison with A3 mooring data, to avoid data gaps
due to cloudiness, etc., we consider the SST average over a region centered on A3 (viz., 65.9-66.5N,
167.91-169.71W). This region extends more (~70km) in the north-south direction than in the east-west
direction (~40km), reflecting that the main variation in temperature is across, not along the strait. (In
this paper, we only use SST data from the A3 site, having concluded the spatial resolution and temporal
coverage over the (often foggy) ACC, combined with land effects, will not yield reliable and useful
information for the ACC SST.)
3. Interannual change in the annual mean properties of the throughflow
Given the importance of Bering Strait waters to the Arctic and beyond, a vital question is to assess
the interannual change in the properties of the throughflow, and to date, answers to that question have
focused on examining changes in the annual means [Woodgate et al., 2006; Woodgate et al., 2010;
Woodgate et al., 2012; Woodgate, 2015]. Figure 3 updates these annual mean estimates to the most
recently available data, yielding an annual mean time-series stretching from 1991 to 2015 with some
significant gaps in the late 1990s (see also Table 1). As all the major fluxes (volume, heat and
freshwater) are maximum in the summer, we compute annual means by averaging over the calendar
year, rather than divide the summer maximums over two years. Since mooring turnarounds are in
summer/autumn, this means one failed or missing deployment (e.g., 1996) compromises two annual
means (1996 and 1997). We calculate also linear trends in the annual means for various time-periods
(Table 1), with errors estimated from the 1-sided 95% Student t-test, assuming the annual means are
independent.
3.1 Annual mean velocity and volume transport changes - increases to present day
Prior work has suggested the best estimate of the entire volume transport may be obtained from
data from the climate site, A3, and we consider these results first, without including any separate
correction for the ACC (see Section 2.2 above). These calculations (Figure 3) show velocity and volume
transport continue the increasing trend previously reported to 2013 [Woodgate et al., 2015]. Linear
trends (which are somewhat dependent on time-period) are ~0.2-0.6(cm/s)/yr, corresponding to ~0.010.03Sv/yr (Table 1), lower values for the corrected data, and are significant at the 95% level at A3, A1
and A2. In contrast, there is no significant trend in velocity at site A4.
Years 2014 and 2015 have high transports (2014: 1.2±0.1Sv; 2015: 1.1±0.1Sv), with 2014 being the
highest in the observational time-series. Other high flow years are 2007, 2011 and 2013 (all ~1.1Sv), and
although A3 data are missing from much of the 1990s, from A2 data 1994 appears to be the highest
observed transport in that decade, although still at ~1Sv, less than the 2014 and 2015 flows.
Anomalously low flow is observed in 2000, 2001, 2005 and 2012 (~0.7-0.8Sv).
With the exceptions of 2005 and 2012, every other year since 2002 has exceeded the previously
accepted climatology of 0.8Sv [Roach et al., 1995; Woodgate et al., 2005b], one motivator of Section 6
which discusses a new climatology for the Bering Strait throughflow.
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Although in absolute terms these changes are small (~0.5Sv in the annual mean), they are in fact a
very large fraction of the flow, ~60% of the accepted climatology. Thus, from 2001 to 2014, the volume
transport through the strait has almost doubled (from ~0.7Sv to ~1.2Sv). Among other impacts, this
implies dramatic changes in resident time in the Chukchi Sea, at the simplest estimate (Chukchi Sea
volume, ~14x1012m3 to a line between Barrow and Wrangel Island [Jakobsson, 2002], divided by flow
rate) a change from ~7.5 months to ~4.5 months. This has many potential impacts including significant
changes in timing of warm waters reaching the Arctic, cycling of elements on the Chukchi Sea floor,
seasonal advection of biomass, and migration of southern species northwards.
The 2014 peak transport corresponds to an annual mean velocity (in A3 corrected data) of
~28cm/s, compared to ~18cm/s in the lowest year on record, 2001 (Figure 3 and Figure 4). However,
hourly measurements (the resolution of data collection) show the flow can vary much more than this between over 100cm/s southward and over 130cm/s northward (A3 corrected data, not shown). Also,
over the time-series, the most common velocity in each year at the climate site A3 (the annual mode,
black line in Figure 4) increases in time more dramatically than the mean transport - from a low of
<25cm/s in 2000, 2004, 2010 and 2012 to a high of nearly twice that (~45cm/s in 2014, ~ 40cm/s in
2015). Similarly, the 50 and 90% percentiles also move to higher velocity values (brown and magenta
lines in Figure 4). Binning the corrected hourly A3 velocities into 20cm/s bins (not shown), we find
significantly increasing trends in occurrence of velocities in bands of 40cm/s and higher, and significant
decreases in occurrence of velocities between 0 and 40 cm/s, but no significant trends in the occurrence
of southward flow events. This is consistent with the high transport years in the strait being due to
more faster northward flow events, not fewer southward events. This pattern is also supported by
velocity histograms of hourly data from individual years (Figure 4), showing many high flow years ((c)
and (d) in Figure 4) are anomalous in their stronger northward flows. In low flow years ((e) and (f) in
Figure 4), the most consistent change is in a slower northward mode, although many years also show a
higher occurrence of southward flows, although there are exceptions (e.g., 2000).
It is interesting to contrast these results with the same analysis from the A4, Alaskan Coastal
Current data ((b) in Figure 4). Although this is a shorter time-series, starting only in 2001, the increasing
trends of A3 are conspicuously absent. We return to this in Section 3.5.
In both A3 and A4, 2012 is a remarkably low flow year, in almost all metrics. As will be discussed
further in Section 4.5, this is due to anomalously low/southward flow in the early parts of the year
(January-March), exacerbated by low flow also in August and September.
3.2 Annual mean temperature and salinity changes - some warming and freshening
In contrast to velocity/transport, annual mean temperatures and salinities (Figure 3 and Table 1)
show almost no significant trends, the exception being the annual mean temperatures at A3, which
show a warming of 0.027±0.023°C/yr over the whole time-series, but that trend is strongly influenced
by the 1991 (cold) temperature, and without that data point, the warming trend is insignificant.
Despite this lack of trend, it is noteworthy (Figure 3) that since 2002, annual mean A3
temperatures are almost always above the mean of the time-series (~0°C), a change previously noted as
a “step” change in temperature [Woodgate et al., 2006]. A hypergeometric test quantifies the
probability of the chance occurrence of such a run of warmer-than-average years as ~1%, suggesting it is
~99% likely the time-series is showing a significant step warming between 2001 and 2002.
Note that sea surface temperature (SST) data, averaged around A3, show no significant trends for
any of the time-periods considered (Table 1). This is supportive of the previous conclusion [Woodgate
et al., 2010] that SST data are insufficient to capture the temperature variability of the bulk of the
waters entering the Arctic via the Bering Strait.
Annual mean salinity trends are similarly uncompelling. A3 annual mean salinities show a
freshening trend (-0.014±0.010psu/yr, Table 1), but again only for the full time-series, which is again
significantly influenced by the 1991 (high salinity) value. Again, shorter time-periods show no significant
trend. In addition, trends computed using the corrected salinity time-series are only barely significant
for the full time-series (-0.009±0.009psu/yr). The same hypergeometric test suggests, at ~90%
probability, that the lower salinities from 2010 onwards represent a step to lower than average
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salinities, even in the corrected data, but it should be noted that, even though 2013-2015 are all low
salinities, equally low (or in the corrected data, even lower) annual mean salinities are recorded in 1998
and 2003. That said, given the strong seasonality in salinity - where winter salinities are likely driven by
sea-ice formation, and summer salinities by riverine input [Woodgate et al., 2005a; Aagaard et al., 2006]
- it is unclear how meaningful the measure of annually averaged salinity is, and thus will be elucidated
when we consider the seasonal change (Section 4.1).
3.3 Timing of arrival and departure of warm waters - trends of earlier arrival of warm waters
Prior work [Woodgate et al., 2012], by considering (for the 1991-2011 time-period) the first and
last dates that the 30-day smoothed mooring temperature data at A3 was above zero, reported a trend
(1.6±1.1days/yr) towards earlier arrival of warm waters in the strait in spring, but no significant trend in
the time of cooling of waters in the strait. Extending this analysis to the longer mooring data set here
(1991-2015), we find (Figure 3, Table 1) a weakening of this arrival trend (to 0.9±0.8days/yr), and still no
significant trend in the timing of the cooling the Bering Strait waters.
Other studies of nearby regions show a variety of similar trends in sea-ice retreat, depending on
time-period and area - for the period 1979-2014 [Serreze et al., 2016], ~0.7days/yr earlier in the Chukchi
Sea; for the period 1979-2013 [Stroeve et al., 2014], ~0.2days/yr earlier in the Chukchi Sea and no
significant (at the 95% level) trend in the Bering Sea. Curiously, these studies also generally find
stronger trends in later freeze-up (~1.5days/yr in the Chukchi [Serreze et al., 2016]; ~1day/yr in the
Chukchi and no significant trends in the Bering Sea [Stroeve et al., 2014]), and thus also in the open
water period in the region, although studies showing satellite data of the strait itself [Grebmeier, 2012]
find in the strait a much smaller trend, <<0.3days/yr for 2003-2009 (no significance levels given). While
discrepancies between the satellite and mooring results may reflect different time-periods or a
difference between surface conditions and properties at depth, a complicating issue here is that the
Bering Strait stands between two regions experiencing different sea-ice changes [see e.g., Grebmeier,
2012], and is thus likely prone to high variability. It is notable that, in the mooring data, removing the
extreme cold year of 2012 increases the trend and significance of the earlier warming in spring, and
yields a statistically significant increase (~1day/yr) in the length of the warm water season (Table 1).
3.4 Annual mean freshwater and heat transport changes - increases to present day
Despite weak/insignificant trends in temperature and salinity, heat and freshwater fluxes
(calculated as per Section 2.4 and neglecting for now independent contributions from the ACC and
stratification), being strongly (~50% for heat and ~90% for freshwater compared to 2001) dependent on
volume flux, show significant linear trends for all time-periods (Table 1) (order 0.08x1020J/yr in heat and
order 50km3/yr in freshwater). In both cases, these trends are large fractions of the total values (order
2x1020J/yr, order 2000km3/yr, not including stratification and the ACC, which add roughly 1x1020J/yr and
800-1000km3/yr respectively [Woodgate et al., 2012]). Indeed, over the ~25 years of the time-series
fluxes (including standard corrections for stratification and the ACC) range between ~3-6x1020J/yr for
heat and between ~2300-3500km3/yr in freshwater (Figure 3).
This interannual change in annual mean heat flux (a change of ~3x1020J) is comparatively large - it
is sufficient to melt 106km2 of 1m thick ice. (For scale, consider difference between a high Arctic sea-ice
coverage summer (1996, ~8x106km2) and an anomalously low ice cover summer (2012, ~3x106km2)
[NSIDC, National Snow and Ice Data Center data, nsidc.org]. It is also ~1/3rd of the interannual
variability in the Fram Strait heat flux (which varies from 5-13x1020J/yr [Schauer et al., 2004]), despite
the Bering Strait being only ~1/10th of the volume flux entering the Arctic through the Fram Strait
[Fahrbach et al., 2001]. While it is highly likely a significant fraction of the Bering Strait heat is lost to the
atmosphere, the compelling match of the pattern of ice edge retreat to the water pathways through the
Chukchi suggest Bering Strait heat flux triggers sea-ice retreat [Woodgate et al., 2010], and it is also
clear that a sizeable fraction (~1/4, see Section 2.4) is at least temporarily sequestered at depth in the
Arctic as the Pacific Summer Water maximum [Shimada et al., 2001].
Similarly, the interannual range of Bering Strait freshwater flux (~1200km3) is more than twice the
interannual variability in net precipitation over the Arctic (model results suggest ~500km3, [Serreze et
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al., 2006]) and greater than interannual change in the riverine input to the Arctic (e.g., Russian rivers,
~400km3 [Shiklomanov and Lammers, 2009]). For scale, note that models and data suggest the
freshwater storage in the Arctic has increased by ~10,000km3 between the late 1990s and ~2010 (e.g.,
[Rabe et al., 2014]) and while undoubtedly changes in windstress significantly contribute to storage
[Proshutinsky et al., 2009], changes in inputs and outputs of freshwater to the Arctic need also be
considered to understand causes of Arctic freshwater changes.
3.5 Annual mean trends from the Russian Channel (A1) and the Alaskan Coastal Current, ACC, (A4)
While Tables 1, 2, 3 and Figure 3 also show data from the Russian channel, A1, it is important to
remember that, at this site, the data record has several significant gaps, and is available only to 2011,
missing the significant changes of 2012 and more recently. In any case, such trends as can be computed
generally agree with the results of A3.
However, the results from the Alaskan Coastal Current, ACC, as measured by A4, which are
available continuously from 2002 to present (2015), are in interesting contrast to the rest of the strait,
most notably showing (Figure 3, Figure 4 and Table 1) no increase in velocity over the time-period, nor
any discernible trends in temperature, or arrival/departure time of warm waters (not shown). While A4
annual means are highly correlated with the flow and properties at A3 (Table 3), the contrary lack of
transport trend suggests that controls on the ACC flow likely differ from controls on the main channel
flow, although investigating this is beyond the scope of the present work.
3.6 Inter-mooring correlations between annual means
To what extent are the annual means related, either spatially or between various properties? To
assess this we consider the correlations between annual mean velocity, temperature and salinity
between the 4 moorings - A1 (in the Russian channel); A2 (in the US channel), A3 (the climate site), and
A4 (the Alaskan Coastal Current).
Table 3 reports correlations which are significant at the 90% level (p=0.1) or above. Similar to
prior results from hourly data (r~0.95 [Woodgate et al., 2005a]), annual mean velocities in the strait
region are well correlated between moorings (r~0.8 or higher), although there is a somewhat smaller
correlation (Δr~0.05) between A4 and the other moorings. Similar relationships are found in
temperature and salinity - A3 values are very strongly correlated with A1 and A2 (r~0.9 temperature,
r~0.8 salinity), but slightly less correlated with A4 (Δr~0.1). These correlations reinforce our
understanding that the water properties at A3 (the climate site) are a useful combination of A1 and A2
(the Russian and US channels respectively), but that the Alaskan Coastal Current (A4) exhibits related,
but somewhat different variability.
Many properties are also significantly correlated. Freshening at A4 is highly correlated with
temperature at A4 (r=0.79) and A3 (r=0.74), possibly reflecting that A4 and A3 temperatures are
themselves well related. While freshening at other sites is also correlated with warming, these
correlations are always less (r~0.5). High correlations (r~0.6) between velocity and temperature,
especially at A3 and A4, are suggestive that high flow years are also warm years, which might be
expected as the increased northward flow should advect more warm waters from the south.
Correlations between flow and salinity (increased flow giving freshening), although sometimes high
(r~0.6) are less significant and could have multiple seasonal causes.
4. Changing Seasonality - interannual change in the monthly means of Bering Strait properties
The focus in the previous sections on the annual means masks the influence of the very large
seasonal variability in the strait, viz., 31.9psu (December) to 33.0psu (March) in salinity; -1.8°C (JanuaryApril) to +2.3°C (September) in temperature; and 0.4Sv (January) to 1.3Sv (June) in transport (monthly
mean climatology from 1990-2004 [Woodgate et al., 2005b]). (These seasonal changes suggest also
consequently high seasonal variability in heat and freshwater fluxes. Although these may be estimated
from the monthly mean climatology (as 0-16TW and 30-86mSv respectively from the 1990-2004
climatology), this neglects the contributions from stratification and the ACC, which add ~5TW and
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~25mSv to the annual means [Woodgate et al., 2006] and, both being biased to high values in summer,
will enhance the seasonal cycle still further, and we will address this issue in Section 6.3.)
Thus, to make progress in understanding the variability of the throughflow, we consider next the
interannual change in seasonal (here monthly) means. For every month of the time-series, we construct
monthly means of salinity, temperature, and transport, and then consider, by month, how these means
have varied over the 25-year time-series, ultimately testing for linear trends for each month.
Figure 6 shows the monthly means for these parameters for the full extent of the corrected data
at A3 (September 1990 to June 2016 inclusive, with some data gaps), plotted by year and showing also
the 1990-2004 climatology [Woodgate et al., 2005b] and the other years of the data set for comparison.
Figure 7 then groups the monthly means by month, allowing us to calculate the linear trends for each
month over the 25-years of the dataset. Finally, Figure 8 summarizes the trends of Figure 7, i.e., the
trend in the monthly means over the full data set (black lines), indicating also the corresponding trends
for shorter time-periods, viz., 1998-2016 (grey, period of the data without significant data gaps), and
2000-2016 (red, the time-period showing the greatest increases in the flow through the strait).
4.1 Changes in monthly mean salinity at A3 - winter freshening trends
We consider first the change in (corrected) monthly mean salinities at A3 (Figure 7a). While the
trend in the annual mean A3 salinity was small, negative, and only significant for the entire time-series
(~-0.01psu/yr, Table 1), examination of the interannual trends in the monthly means shows some
months (the later winter - January, February, March) yield much larger negative trends of freshening
(order -0.03 psu/yr). These trends are robust in both the corrected and uncorrected data (latter not
shown) and are significant also for the shorter time-periods of recent years (Figure 7a). Over the 25
years of the time-series, these trends yield a mid-winter freshening of ~1psu (Figure 6a).
At this time of year, the most likely source of such a change is reduction in ice formation.
Assuming 50m of water, a first-year sea-ice salinity of 6psu and a background salinity of 32.5psu, we
calculate that a 1psu freshening corresponds to ~2m less ice formation over the winter. It is non-trivial
to associate this change in salinity with observed or modeled changes in sea ice in the region. Upwardlooking ADCP data from the strait suggest mean ice thickness of ~1.4±0.5m for the 2007-2008 winter
[Travers, 2012], with the same analysis applied to more years of data (data not shown) suggesting from
between 2007 and 2014, Bering Strait mean ice thicknesses at A3 vary from ~2m to ~1m, with some
indication of a decline. However, it is unlikely that this sea ice is formed in situ, more likely both it and
the brine enriched winter waters in the strait are advected into the area either from the “ice-pump”
region of the Bering Sea [Pease, 1980] or under southward flow conditions in winter from the Chukchi
Sea. While coupled ice-ocean model results [Zhang et al., 2010] suggest ice formation of ~0.5m per
month in the north Bering Sea in winter, that model does not suggest a significant trend in ice volume
formation for the Bering Sea in the time frame they consider (1970-2010), although it should be noted
that the interannual variability of model salinities is not in good agreement with the observed salinities
in the strait (Zhang and Woodgate, pers.comm.).
The magnitude of the freshening trend at A3 is greatest in late winter (January, February, ~0.04psu/yr) and decreases in the summer, and indeed by the end of the year (November, December)
linear fits (which are at best only significant at the ~80% level in the recent time-series, 2000-2016)
suggesting even some salinization (~+0.02psu/yr, Figure 7a). Given these opposing trends, it is
understandable that the trend in the annual means is so weak.
The interannual variability of the monthly means also shows little coherence over the months, as
evidenced by the differing patterns of interannual variability by month (Figure 6, combined in Figure 8a).
However, correlating monthly means with annual mean salinity, we find that many months have
statistically significant correlations with the annual mean (Figure 8d). Although they generally explain
only small fractions (<50%) of the variance, exceptions to this are April and May, when the monthly
variability explains over 50-60% of the interannual variability (Figure 8d). One hypothesis is this may
relate to interannual variability in the untransformed source waters for the strait from the south
[Woodgate et al., 2012]. By the time these source waters reach the strait in winter they will be salinized
by an unquantified (and likely unrelated) amount of sea-ice growth. Similarly the salinities recorded in
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the strait in late summer likely reflect these source waters freshened first by ice melt (possibly equal to
ice formation) and then by riverine input, also likely unrelated to the salinity of the source waters. Thus,
the end of the melt season, before the riverine influence arrives, one might hypothesize yields the
closest match of the Bering Strait salinities to the salinity of the source. If this is the case, one would
expect these late spring salinities to be the clearest measure of the interannual variability in the source
waters, which would explain the correlation between these salinities and the annual mean if the
interannual variability in the source waters is the strongest driver of the annual mean Bering Strait
variability. An alternative observation is that in recent years (2011 onwards) there have been freshening
events (order 10 days long, and 1psu fresh) in the A3 salinity record in winter, which skew the monthly
mean salinities low. Decyphering these shorter timescale changes is beyond the scope of this current
paper.
As we will return to in Section 6, note that this decrease of salinity in winter acts to decrease the
annual range of salinity in the strait and, indeed, the clear ice-formation/ice melt cycle of salinization
and then freshening during times of freezing temperatures in the strait which was very evident in
individual year records in the 1990s is less clear in the more recent (2011 onward data).
4.2 Changes in monthly mean temperature at A3 - summer and winter warming
The first notable feature of the same analysis for temperature is that there are small (~0.002°C/yr)
but (for most sets of years) significant warming trends in the freezing temperature in January and
February (Figure 7). These trends agree in magnitude with the change in freezing temperature driven by
the winter freshening trend identified in Section 4.1, thus confirming the magnitude of that winter
freshening.
Much larger temperature significant trends (~0.04°C/yr) are found May and June, the time when
the strait starts to warm from the freezing temperature. This is consistent with the trend to earlier
arrival of warm waters described in Section 3.3. Although equal/larger warming trends are found
throughout the summer months, these are only significant at the ~80% level. The lack of trend in fall is
likely related to the lack of trend in arrival of colder waters in the strait (Section 3.3), for which we have
no obvious explanation. Climatologically, autumn frequently shows a temperature inversion in the strait
[Woodgate et al., 2015], presumably due to heat loss to the atmosphere, followed by an
homogenization of the water column, likely driven by winter storms/density-driven mixing. At depth,
temperatures fall below zero typically in late November/December. The timing of these factors likely
depends on solar input, stratification and wind/density driven mixing, and may thus be only poorly
related to the factors that increase temperature in the strait (likely primarily advection of heat from the
south [Woodgate et al., 2010]).
It is worth noting that, unsurprisingly, the monthly mean temperatures from early spring to early
autumn (May to October) are well correlated with the annual mean temperature (Figure 8), especially so
in July and August (variance explained ~90% and ~80% respectively), but in April and November (the
times of warming and cooling onset in the strait), monthly variability is not well related to the annual
mean. (Note that, climatologically, January to April monthly mean temperatures are at the freezing
point and thus reflect salinity trends.) Interannual patterns of monthly variability (Figure 8b and Figure
8d) indicate some coherence between July, August, September and October, suggesting that once a
warm summer has set it, it remains through the season.
Overall, significant summer trends are ~0.05°C/year (Figure 7b), corresponding to a ~1.25°C
warming over the 25 years of the record (Figure 6b). Consistent with almost invariant freezing
temperatures for several months of the year, the summer trends are, as expected, greater than the
annual mean trend (~0.03°C/yr, Table 1). Note also that all significant trends are for warming,
consistent with the annual mean warming trend found above.
4.3 Changes in monthly mean transports at A3- summer increases in the main throughflow
In transport (or equivalently velocity), a strong seasonal change in trend is also observed (Figure
7c and Figure 7d), and the form of that change is robust between the corrected and non-corrected data.
Now it is primarily the summer/fall months (May to October, with the exception of September) which
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show the significant (and biggest trends), ~0.03Sv/yr per month, again greater than the annual mean of
~0.01-0.02Sv/yr (Table 1). Contrary to temperature, there is almost no obvious coherence between the
interannual changes of different months (Figure 8c), however, there is again, for some months, strong
and significant correlations between the annual mean and the monthly mean (Figure 8d), with the May
and October monthly means able to explain ~50% and ~40% of the annual mean transport variation.
Again, all significant trends are positive.
It is, as we will argue below, informative that the greatest trends in transport occur in the
summer months - months where typically the interannual transport variance is least (Figure 5c; see also
the variance in the 1990-2004 climatology [Woodgate et al., 2005b]), and when winds are weak (see
Section 5.5 below). The weakness of summer winds suggests that the summer transport is more
indicative of the far-field forcing of the flow (i.e., the pressure-head, Section 1), and the dominance of
the increasing trend in summer, in turn, suggests that it is the far-field forcing which is driving this
increase. We will test this idea in Section 5 below.
It is interesting to consider these results in light of recent work [Serreze et al., 2016] suggesting
considerable predictability of sea-ice retreat (68% of the retreat date variance) from the April-June
Bering Strait oceanic heat flux. Figure 8d, for example, suggests that 50% of the annual mean flow
variance may be explained by the May transport, and the variability of the April-June temperatures each
explain50-60% of the annual mean temperatures. However, without some better understanding of the
underlying physics, these latter relationships are purely statistical. The sea-ice retreat predictability
[Serreze et al., 2016] is modeled on the very simple physical mechanism that cumulative oceanic heat
through the Bering Strait drives ice melt [Woodgate et al., 2010] and thus there is a sound physical basis
to expect a robust relationship. We must seek such understandings for the seasonal and interannual
variability of the Bering Strait properties to be able to use the statistical relationships of Figure 8d in a
meaningful manner.
4.4 Results from other moorings - agreement from the main strait moorings A1 and A1, and the
contradictory stability of the seasonal Alaskan Coastal Current
The same analysis from the US channel mooring A2 (data not shown) yields remarkably similar
results. The summer transports show significant increases, and the winter salinities also suggest
freshening, but these trends are only significant at the ~80% level. Similarly, any A2 temperature trends
are only significant at the ~80% level, but support a June warming and possibly a November warming
also.
At the Russian channel mooring A1, the few significant trends are in agreement with the A3
results, but show only warming in the summer, freshening in April and May, and a slight salinization in
October. However, given the shortness and incontinuity of the records, discretion is advised in drawing
too much from these calculations.
The most interest anomaly, however, is found at A4, the Alaskan Coastal Current site. Here the
only significant trends are a much larger freshening in February, at ~0.1psu/year being more than twice
the A3 trend, and a coincident warming of the freezing temperature. We speculate that this A4
freshening may be driving the freshening at the other sites - waters from A4 have been found to spill
across the strait under southward wind conditions [Woodgate et al., 2015], but testing this is beyond
this paper. Interestingly too, as noted on the annual mean, there is no other significant trend in A4
transport or temperature.
4.5 Extreme years
Finally, it is informative to consider causes of years with anomalous annual means.
Anomalously low annual mean flow, compared to the interannual trend, is found in years
2000(~0.8Sv), 2001(~0.7Sv), 2005(~0.8Sv) and an extreme case in 2012 (~0.8Sv) (Figure 5c and Figure 3,
all numbers from the corrected data, with estimated errors (many systematic) ~25%). Of these, 2000
and 2001 have (compared to climatology) lower flow throughout the summer months and in occasional
other months of the year (Figure 5c). The year 2005, in contrast, was slightly above average flow for
most of the year, but extremely low flow for October-December (including southward flow even in the
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monthly mean in November and December), yielded an unusually low annual mean. (The year 2006
oscillated between above average and below average flow, ending finally at ~0.9Sv in the annual mean.)
More recently, 2012 had remarkably low flow which was ~0.3Sv below its neighboring years. This is
directly attributable to lower than usual flow in January, February and March, exacerbated by
anomalously low flow also in August and September.
While only a few but extreme month anomalies may drive an unusually low flow year, the
unusually high flow years - 2004(~1.1Sv), 2007(~1.1Sv), 2010(~1.0Sv), 2011(~1.1Sv), 2013(~1.1Sv),
2014(~1.2Sv) and 2015(~1.1Sv) - present a pattern of more ubiquitously high flow (Figure 5c). In each of
these, there is only 1 or maybe 2 months where the flow is not above the climatology.
The coldest annual means in the record are 1991 (~-0.5°C) and 2012(~-0.6°C) (Figure 5b and Figure
3). Here, 1991 is colder than average through most of the summer and has the 2nd latest warming in the
record (being ~20days later than average, typically ~Julian day 170, mid-June, Figure 3), but in terms of
cooling, it matches the typical date of Julian day 330 (start of December). Similarly, 2012, which is also
colder throughout the summer than climatology, has the latest warming in the record (about 30 days
later than the average). Given the anomalously low flow in January through March in 2012, it is likely
that is late warming relates to a delayed arrival of advected warm waters from the south. In terms of
winter cooling, unlike 1991, 2012 cools anomalously early by about 15 days, although 1999 and 2008
share similar cooling dates as 2012 (Figure 3). The net result in 2012 however is an overall warm season
that is ~35days shorter than the typical ~160days.
The warmest annual means in the record are 2003(~0.4°C), 2007(~0.4°C), 2011(~0.5°C) and
especially 2015(~0.7°C), which is a remarkably 0.3°C warmer than the previous highs (Figure 5b and
Figure 3). Of these, year 2003 has remarkably typical times of warming and cooling, but is, despite that,
warmer than climatology all through the summer. The other three years (2007, 2011, and 2015) all
show earlier arrival of warm waters by about 20 days above the average, and the warmer two of those
years (2011 and 2015) also show more rapid warming in spring, and warmer values throughout the
summer. It seems to be this rapid spring warming, rather than length of season, which determines the
warm years - although 2007 and 2015 are the 2nd and 3rd longest seasons on record (2011 being the 4th),
the 2002 has a slightly longer season than 2007, but an overall lower annual mean temperature (2002;
~0.3°C).
In terms of salinity, 1991(~32.8psu) and 1999(~32.7psu) are the saltiest in the record (Figure 5a
and Figure 3). In 1991, salinities are anomalously high for the first 6 months of the year (a salinization
which is evident from late 1990 even). In 1999, again anomalously high salinities are found for several
months, here May and June and then November and December. In all these cases, differences from
climatology are ~0.5psu or less.
The largest monthly deviations from climatology are found, however, in the fresher years,
1998(~32.3psu), 2003(~32.2psu), 2013(~32.4psu), 2014(~32.4psu), 2015(32.4psu) (Figure 5a and Figure
3). Year 1998 differs from climatology only by ~0.5psu (May, June, July). But 2003, which is fresher in
January, November and December, shows >1psu differences from climatology in December. The last 3
years (2013, 2014 and 2015) are all comparably fresh, but for different reasons - 2013 is mostly slightly
fresher (~0.2psu) all year (with extremes in January, February, and November); year 2014 is fresher than
climatology from February to June (>0.5psu in June); and 2015, while also being fresher in the first half
of the year (January to June), is actually almost 0.5psu saltier than climatology at times in the fall. In
other years, different changes in different seasons cancel out any effect on the annual mean - so 2000 is
very salty in January to March, but compensatingly fresh in November and December; and alternatively,
2001 is anomalously fresh (~1psu) from February to April, but saltier in November and December. This
again suggests that different processes are driving salinity changes at different times of year and that
annual means are masking this variability. Further enlightenment may be obtained by consider entire
winters (rather than splitting winter on the 1st January) or comparing salinities at the start or end of the
freezing season, but both of these are diversions from the aim of the current paper.
5. Drivers of change in the Bering Strait throughflow
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5.1 The simple wind and pressure-head model for the Bering Strait throughflow
As discussed in Section 1, it is generally believed there are two main forcings of the Bering Strait
throughflow - the local wind and a far-field forcing often referred to as the pressure-head. Although it
was implicitly assumed the pressure-head forcing was steady [Coachman and Aagaard, 1966;
Stigebrandt, 1984; Aagaard et al., 2006], more recent studies [Woodgate et al., 2010; Woodgate et al.,
2012] have used simple statistics with annual mean Bering Strait data to challenge this assumption and
quantify change in the pressure-head.
The basic method is to seek, statistically, a linear fit between the local wind forcing and the flow
through the strait, with the residual of that fit being attributed to the far-field forcing, viz:
Transport (Sv) = 𝑚𝑚𝑚 × Wind (m/s) + PHoffset

(5.1.1)

where 𝑚𝑚𝑚 and PHoffset are the parameters to be fitted. To investigate interannual change, this fit is
performed in 1-year windows of 6-hourly data (the available time resolution of the wind), using the wind
component which is best correlated with the in situ transport measurements within each time window.
As in previous work e.g., [Woodgate et al., 2005a], it is found that the water flow is best correlated with
the wind at heading of 330°T, i.e., the along-strait direction, rather than the across-strait direction
perhaps expected from an Ekman balance. We explain this slightly counterintuitive relationship next.
5.2 Why the water velocity in the strait correlates with along-channel rather than across-channel
winds
Rather than start with the full equations of motion as per previous work [Coachman and Aagaard,
1966; Coachman et al., 1975; Panteleev et al., 2010], we consider instead depth-integrated, wind-driven
flow in a uniform north-south (𝑦-axis) channel, such that:
𝑈𝐵𝑇𝑡 − 𝑓𝑉𝐵𝑇 = −𝑔𝐻𝜂𝑥 + (𝑋𝑤 − 𝑋𝑏 )/𝜌𝑤
𝑉𝐵𝑇𝑡 + 𝑓𝑈𝐵𝑇 = −𝑔𝐻𝜂𝑦 + (𝑌𝑤 − 𝑌𝑏 )/𝜌𝑤

(5.2.1)
(5.2.2)
0

where 𝑢, 𝑣 are the eastward and northward components of water velocity; 𝑈𝐵𝑇 = ∫−𝐻 𝑢 𝑑𝑧;
0

𝑉𝐵𝑇 = ∫−𝐻 𝑣 𝑑𝑧; 𝑓is the Coriolis parameter; 𝑔 is acceleration due to gravity; 𝐻 is water depth (assumed
constant); 𝜂 is sea surface height; 𝑋𝑤, 𝑌𝑤 are windstresses in the 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions respectively; 𝑋𝑏, 𝑌𝑏
are bottom stresses in the 𝑥and 𝑦 directions respectively; 𝜌𝑤 is water density; 𝑥 is the across channel
direction, 𝑦 is the along-channel direction and 𝑡 is time.
Seeking next steady state; assuming across-channel velocity 𝑈𝐵𝑇 is zero (and thus 𝑋𝑏 is also zero);
and that (for now) along-channel variability is zero (and thus 𝜂𝑦 is zero), and forcing is only from an
along-channel wind, we can reduce equations 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 to:
𝑓𝑉𝐵𝑇 = −𝑔𝐻𝜂𝑥

(5.2.3)

0 = 𝑌𝑤 − 𝑌𝑏

(5.2.4)

𝜌𝑤 𝐶𝑏 𝑉 2 = 𝜌𝑎 𝐶𝑠 𝑊 2

(5.2.5)

Equation 5.2.3 is geostrophic balance of the along-channel velocity with the across-channel sea surface
slope. Equation 5.2.4 indicates the along-channel balance of the surface and bottom stresses, and
suggests thus that an along-channel wind-stress is balanced by bottom friction.
Using a standard drag coefficient formulation for these stresses, equation 5.2.4 becomes:

where 𝜌𝑎 is air density; 𝐶𝑠 , 𝐶𝑏 are drag coefficients for air-water at the surface, and water to bottom
respectively; 𝑊 is the along-channel wind; and 𝑉 is the bottom along-channel water velocity. Equation
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5.2.5 implies the statistical result we sought to explain, viz., that along-channel water velocity should be
proportional to along-channel wind.
Moreover, assuming the drag coefficients are equal, equation 5.2.5 yields that
𝑉 = 𝑊�𝜌𝑎 ⁄𝜌𝑤 ~0.03 W

(5.2.6)

𝜌𝑤 𝐶𝑏 𝑉 2 = −𝜌𝑤 𝑔𝐻 𝜂𝑦 + 𝜌𝑎 𝐶𝑠 𝑊 2

(5.2.7)

taking 𝜌𝑎 as ~ 1kgm-3 and taking 𝜌𝑤 as ~1000kgm-3.
If we are prepared to accept velocity varies little with depth (as found in the observations away
from the Alaskan Coastal Current), then 𝑉, the bottom along-channel velocity, can be taken as similar to
𝑣, and in this case equation 5.2.6 is found to have a very similar constant of proportionality as found in
comparison of wind and water velocity in the strait in 1990-1991 (0.02-0.04) [Woodgate et al., 2005a]
and for 1990-2004 (0.034) [Woodgate et al., 2005b].
The argument thus is (as discussed in slightly different form by Shtokman [1957]) that the
throughflow is not the result of a northward Ekman flux, but rather due to an across-slope sea level
slope which is set up by the northward component of the wind. Prior work [e.g., Woodgate et al.,
2005b; Woodgate et al., 2005a] shows that a 10m/s northward wind increases the flow by about
40cm/s, i.e., 1.3Sv. The Ekman transport from such a wind is, however, 𝑌𝑤 /(𝜌𝑤 𝑓) which, taking
𝐶𝑤 ~2.6𝑥10−3, is ~2m2/s. An eastward wind of this magnitude applied over the ~80km width of the
strait (𝐿), would yield only a 0.16Sv northward flow. However the eastward Ekman flow from a
northward wind of this magnitude could quickly build up a significant difference in across-slope sea
surface height. To geostrophically balance a 40cm/s flow in the strait requires a change in sea level (Δ𝜂)
across the strait of ~ 𝑓𝑣𝐿⁄𝑔 ~30cm. To build this sea surface slope requires moving ~ 0.5 (𝐿/2) (Δ𝜂/
2) volume of water across the center of the strait, which, for the Ekman transport estimated above,
could be done in order 30min.
This description yields zero velocity for zero wind, which is not the case in the strait. If we retain
the term 𝑔𝐻𝜂𝑦 from equation 5.2.2, then proceeding similarly, equation 5.2.5 becomes:
which is somewhat similar in form to the empirical fit of equation 5.1.1.
In practice, we are unable to ascertain conclusively if the quadratic relationship of equation
5.2.7 provides a better fit between the wind and velocity data. A fit of 𝑉 2 to 𝑊 2 yields an equally high
correlation of ~0.7 and coefficients that are in reasonable agreement with equation 5.2.7 if 𝜂𝑦 is 10−6
and 𝐶𝑤 is ~3 times 𝐶𝑏 . However both this quadratic and linear reconstructions of 𝑣 from the wind fail to
capture the extreme events in 𝑣, indeed the linear reconstruction fails to predict any southward flow at
all for most of the observed wind velocities.
A more complete term-by-term analysis of the equations of motion, quantified using a numerical
model [Panteleev et al., 2010] concludes, unsurprisingly, that the flow in the strait is (away from the
baroclinic coastal currents) dominantly in geostrophic balance with the across-strait pressure gradient,
(as per equation 5.2.3 here). But what our analysis above suggests is the role of the northward wind in
setting up that across-strait pressure gradient.
Note that both modeling and theory suggest, in the absence of wind, a pressure-head difference
between the Pacific and the Arctic will also set up an across strait sea-level difference of magnitude
equal or less than the interbasin difference [Toulany and Garrett, 1984; Overland and Roach, 1987]. It is
presumably the combination of this pressure-head across-strait gradient, and the wind-derived acrossstrait gradient that ultimately drives the flow, suggesting some validity to the simplistic form of equation
5.1.1.
5.3 Change in the annual mean drivers of the Bering Strait throughflow - increasing dominance of the
pressure-head forcing over wind forcing
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We continue, thus, with the simpler, statistical relationship of equation 5.1.1, as per Woodgate et
al., [2010], who calculate that for the 2001 to 2007 period the increases in the pressure-head term
drove >0.2Sv of the observed 0.4Sv change in transport. More recently [Woodgate et al., 2012], the
same analysis showed a ~30% increase in the PH term from 2001 to 2011 and suggested 2/3rds of the
interannual change in the transport was due to an increase in the pressure-head forcing.
Figure 9 extends this analysis to the more recent (and corrected) A3 data, showing (Figure 9a) the
pressure-head forcing (PHoff, from equation 5.1.1); the part of the flow correlated with the wind (i.e.,
𝑚𝑚𝑚 × Wind (m/s), from equation 5.1.1). This indicates an increasing importance of the pressurehead term in explaining the recent changes in the throughflow. After 2012, the total transport
increases, even though the southward (opposing) winds increase in the same period (Figure 9d) - thus
the flow increase must primarily be driven by an increase in the pressure-head forcing. In terms of
trends from various start times to present day, linear fits to these components (Table 1) indicates the
trend in the pressure-head may account for ~0.01-0.02Sv/yr (depending on time-period), almost
identical to the observed increase in transport over the same time-periods, while the trend in the wind
over these time-periods is not significant. Although calculations here are using the NCEP wind product,
the same analysis with JRA and ERA wind products yield essentially the same result.
These results are for A3 data, but, as expected from the high correlation in velocity between
moorings, very similar results are found for available data from moorings A1, and A2 (data not shown).
However, just as the trend is absent in the annual mean A4 data, the pressure-head analysis of the A4
data also yields no significant trend and is again suggestive of a different (albeit obviously related)
forcing for the Alaskan Coastal Current.
Figure 9 also shows the other fitted component from equation 5.1.1, viz., the wind-water
coupling, 𝑚𝑚𝑚, calculated over a 1-year window of data. In prior work [Woodgate et al., 2010;
Woodgate et al., 2012], 𝑚𝑚𝑚 was implicitly assumed to be constant. The current analysis however
suggests 𝑚𝑚𝑚 increases over the time-period of the data (by ~0.001Sv/(m/s)), and in particular that in
the earlier data (~1991 to 2000), the coupling, 𝑚𝑚𝑚, between the wind and the water velocity was
~30% smaller in magnitude (Figure 9e). It is notable that for this period, the correlation between the
wind and the water velocity is also less strong (r~0.65, as opposed to r~0.75, not shown). Note that
although there is a significant trend in the coupling value, 𝑚𝑚𝑚, over all time-periods considered, the
contribution of the wind-driven flow to the transport (𝑚𝑚𝑚 × wind) shows no significant trend (Figure
9b).
We must consider if this variability in coupling is due to a real-world change, or due to some
artifact or bias in the data. Here the reduction in both coupling and correlation is informative. An
obvious suspicion is that the correction made for changing depth of measurement (Section 2.2) is
insufficient, (i.e., that deeper flows have a weaker response to the wind and thus 𝑚𝑚𝑚 should be
smaller) however, given the strong correlation between velocity at different depths, one would not
expect this to change the magnitude of the correlation with the wind, only the magnitude of the
coupling, 𝑚𝑚𝑚. An alternative explanation is a change in the accuracy of the predicted wind over this
time-period, possibly due to changes in the data assimilated into the NCEP (or other) model. In this
case, one might expect both a lower correlation and weaker coupling, which is what we observe.
However, testing this is beyond the scope of our paper. There are also alternative real-world
explanations, e.g., change in ice-coverage in the strait, since ice may mediate the relationship between
wind and water flow. In this case, a seasonal analysis will be informative, and we address this next.
5.4 The seasonality of drivers of the Bering Strait throughflow
Given the large seasonality in the velocity field in the strait, we seek next insight into possible
seasonal change in the drivers of the throughflow. To do this, we consider the fit of equation 5.1.1 for
month-long windows of the 6hrly data, and consider how the fit parameters (the pressure-head and the
wind water coupling, 𝑚𝑚𝑚) and the correlation between the wind and water velocity vary seasonally
(grey and black dots in Figure 10). To first establish the importance of a seasonal cycle (as opposed to
interannual change), we compute also the average values for PHoff, 𝑚𝑚𝑚, and the correlation for each
month over the various available years (colored lines in Figure 10).
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Note first that (as reported by previous authors [e.g., Danielson et al., 2014] but not more
generally appreciated) there is a large change in the correlation between the water and the local wind
during the year (Figure 10c). While correlations are ~0.7 or higher in the winter months (January-May,
October-December), suggesting the wind can explain ≥50% of the 6hrly variance in the flow, in the
summer months (June - September), this correlation falls dramatically, to as little as a time-series
average of r~0.5 in June and July, when the wind, by this analysis, explains thus only ~25% of the
variance. This large seasonal variability is typically masked in prior work [Woodgate et al., 2010;
Woodgate et al., 2012] which considers the fit over entire years.
A similar large variability is found in the wind-water coupling, 𝑚𝑚𝑚, which is ~0.2Sv/(m/s) in
winter, but falls to ~0.08Sv/(m/s) in summer (June-August). In contrast, the pressure-head component
is comparatively stable throughout the year (peak to peak variability ~30% of mean, compared to ~90%
of mean for the wind coupling).
Again, there are two obvious possible explanations for this. The first is that the summer winds
are uniformly fairly weak (monthly mean ~2m/s in summer compared to 6m/s in winter, Figure 11), and
thus their influence is significantly muted in these low-wind months, leaving the summer flow variability
to depend primarily on the pressure-head. More support for this theory is given in Section 5.6 below.
An alternative but related idea is that, being weak, the summer winds are hard to reconstruct accurately
in the global numerical models from which we are extracting the wind data for this study, and we
investigate this in Section 5.5 next.
5.5 Comparison of wind reanalysis products in the Bering Strait
As introduced in Section 2.6 above, a comparison [Lindsay et al., 2014] of 7 reanalysis products
(including those used here - NCEP-R1, ERAInterim, JRA) to some observational wind records found the
NCEP and ERA wind products, although well correlated with observed wind speed (r~0.8 (NCEP) and
~0.9 (ERA)), to be biased ~0.5m/s higher than observations, with higher bias in winter. (JRA winds were
not compared in that study.) But these comparisons are made with observations in the high Arctic
(latitudes ≥80°N) and over sea ice, and there are certainly indications of spatial variability in the fidelity
of each product [Lindsay et al., 2014].
Figure 11, thus, shows some simple comparisons between the wind products considered in this
study and the available station data (only from 2009-2016) from Wales Airport, a land station located on
the eastern side of the Bering Strait. In speed (Figure 11c), both models and observations show a
seasonal cycle of comparable magnitude, although the models generally show a slightly greater seasonal
range - the seasonal cycle reconstructed from monthly means generally agree to within the (sizeable,
±2m/s) error bars, although mean ERA and JRA winds are ~1m/s (~50%) too weak in June and July, and
~2m/s (~50%) too strong in September - October. Considered by directional component, the differences
are bigger, indicative of a difference in mean wind heading between the products, which in turn may
reflect channeling of the Wales wind by local topography, which likely invalidates a directional analysis.
Regardless of these details, it is evident from both wind products and the observed wind, that in the
monthly mean, the summer winds are weaker than the winter winds and thus presumably have
comparatively less influence on the flow.
The comparison of the annual mean winds (Figure 11) is less encouraging. In terms of the wind
at heading 330°T (vrot330, the component found to have the best correlation with the transport in the
strait [Woodgate et al., 2005a]), none of the products agree well with the albeit short observational
record from Wales - the Wales observations show the annual mean at heading 330°T to be positive (i.e.,
northnorthwestward) in the annual mean, while the models generally all show negative (i.e.,
southsoutheastward) winds. The NCEP product is the closest to the observations, but still it is often
opposite in sign and shows substantial different interannual variability. To test if this sizeable
discrepancy is merely the result of a difference in heading, we compute from the annual mean rotated
2
2
wind components (𝑉𝑟330 , 𝑈𝑟330 ), a proxy for speed, viz., √(𝑉𝑟330
+ 𝑈𝑟330
) (Figure 11e). In this metric,
the models and the observations agree to within errors, but it should be noted the errors are large,
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±1m/s, in an annual mean which is only 1-4m/s. Curiously also, although the models all agree
reasonably to 2003, after this they diverge, with the NCEP remaining closest to the observational data.
A cautionary message of this analysis is we may currently have no very good quantification of
the annual mean wind velocity in the strait region. However, since the NCEP data show the best
comparisons to data, both in the seasonal and in the interannual comparison, we will continue with this
wind-product (even though in practice, numerically we obtain equivalent results (to within errors) using
any of the 3 wind products).
5.6 Interannual changes in the seasonal drivers of the throughflow
The results of Section 5.4 suggest that while the winter winds strongly influence the throughflow,
in summer the throughflow is primarily driven by the pressure-head forcing. Thus, we investigate next
the interannual change in these seasonal drivers. As above, for each month we use a best fit to
equation 5.1.1 to computer the pressure-head, PHoffset, and wind-water coupling, 𝑚𝑚𝑚, using here
again the corrected velocity data and the NCEP winds. We then seek linear trends in these monthly
parameters for various time-periods of the 25-year data set, and plot (Figure 12) the magnitude of these
trends, marking significant level with various markers, similar to Figure 7 for the monthly trends in the
salinity, temperature and total transport of the flow.
Results show the wind-water coupling, 𝑚𝑚𝑚, exhibits significant trends only in a few months - an
increasing trend in December-February, and a decreasing trend in June, July, October and November. It
is tempting to suggest that the increased coupling in winter may reflect freer ice conditions in recent
years, but investigating this is beyond the scope of the current paper. We note, as above, that the
summer values depend on weaker wind values and thus may be more vulnerable to false trends from
noise in the data. It is, however, reassuring to see the trends in 𝑚𝑚𝑚, even if only rarely significant,
vary in sign throughout the year, as that is again indicative of a successful removable of the instrumental
depth bias (which would be constant all year).
For the NCEP wind data used for these calculations, a weakly significant increasing trend in wind at
a heading of 330°T is found in July (not shown). When combined with monthly-fit 𝑚𝑚𝑚 values, we find
barely significant trends in the wind contribution to the transport in May (0.013±0.012Sv/yr) and July
(0.007±0.006Sv/yr). However, since the NCEP wind product is the only wind product to show a July
trend, it seems unlikely this is a truly real-world feature.
In terms of the pressure-head, results (Figure 12a) indicate significant increasing and generally
larger trends (~0.02Sv per year) for 8 months of the year (January, and March - September). This is
consistent with the hypothesis that the main driver of interannual change is the pressure-head. The
magnitude of these trends is very similar to the significant seasonal trends in total transport, but the
pressure-head increases are more ubiquitous throughout the year than the transport trends, which
were limited to May-August, and October (Figure 12c, reproduced from Figure 7c). Again, this is
consistent with our model - in winter, the winds are stronger and so the (trendless) variability they drive
in the transport is large enough to mask the smaller, but persistent increase in the pressure-head
forcing. (Figure 12a does present one contradiction to this, viz., the November value in the most recent
time-period. However, this decreasing trend is less robust than the other monthly trends, which are
mostly significant in all time-period considered.)
It is noteworthy also that, within errors and with the exception of November, the magnitude of
the trend in pressure-head is consistent throughout the year. This is somewhat expected - the pressurehead is believed to be related to the larger scale (Bering/Chukchi or even greater) distribution of waters,
and thus it is likely that timescales of change of that forcing are longer than local wind changes.
In summary thus, the seasonal decomposition supports the ideas formed above, viz., that:
a) the pressure-head forcing is primarily responsible for increases in the transport through the strait;
b) the contribution of changing winds and wind coupling to increases in the transport is small;
c) strong winter winds provide much interannual flow variability which masks these increasing trends;
and
d) in summer, wind forcing is weak and the flow is primarily due to the pressure-head forcing.
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5.7 Reconstructing the annual mean volume transport from the summer monthly mean
The final conclusion of Section 5.6, viz., that the flow in summer is primarily due to the pressurehead, explains the moderate correlation identified in Section 4.3 and Figure 8d between the summer
monthly mean flows and the annual mean flows. As reported above, the May and October transports
have a high (r~0.66) correlation with the annual mean transport variability and this may explain ~40% of
the interannual variability (Figure 8d). We can now understand that result as a manifestation of the long
timescale increase in the pressure-head forcing being observable in the summer months when the wind
field is weak. Thus, by observing in summer when winds are weak, we may perhaps estimate the state
of the pressure-head forcing. And perhaps, if we can be satisfied that the wind-contribution can be
sufficiently estimated for the rest of the year, this might provide a way of predicting the interannual
flow. However, it should be noted, that although the relationship between the spring volume transport
and annual mean transport has some physical basis, it is still missing a large (~60%) fraction of the
interannual variability; and that in any case, May, the time of the strongest relationship, is also when the
strait is ice-covered, making flow observations problematic, unless equipment has already been
deployed the preceding summer. Thus, quantifying the interannual (and indeed seasonal) variability of
the flow through the strait is still only possible through in situ measurements.
6. New, 2000s seasonal climatology for the Bering Strait throughflow
6.1 Changing seasonal climatology at the climate site, A3 - 1990s to 2000s
Given the seasonal changes described above, it is interesting to consider if these result in
significant recent changes to the older seasonal climatologies of velocity, temperature and salinity
[Woodgate et al., 2005b]. Thus, Figure 13 compares a monthly climatology from A3 data, created for
the first seven (1991-1998) and the last seven (2008-2015) years of the time-series data, and visually
confirms the results presented above, viz., an earlier warming in June/July, a freshening in mid-winter
(January-March), and an increase in flow through the summer (April - September). These changes,
although with significance levels as discussed above, do not however dramatically alter the seasonal
cycle, but it is noteworthy that while in velocity and to some extent temperature, the changes increase
the magnitude of the seasonal cycle, in salinity the trends are to reducing the annual range of salinities
in the strait. Indeed, not shown here, mid-winter fresh events are becoming more common in the strait,
and the typical cycle of brine rejection from ice formation is less readily identified (see e.g., 2015 in
Figure 5a). It is important to recall that, in all parameters (but especially in velocity), these multi-year
climatologies mask a wide range of interannual and submonthly variability, as seen in Figures 2, 5, 6, and
8 above.
Additionally these climatologies are based purely on data from A3, and to give a more complete
picture of the strait it is necessary to include also the seasonally present Alaskan Coastal Current (ACC),
and effects of stratification [Woodgate and Aagaard, 2005; Woodgate et al., 2006], which we consider
next.
6.2 A 2003-2015 seasonal climatology for velocity, temperature and salinity including the Alaskan
Coastal Current
In the central strait, mooring and CTD data e.g., [Woodgate et al., 2015] indicate homogeneous
waters in winter and a typically 2-layer system in summer, with the upper layer (typically 10-20m thick)
being warmer and fresher. Thus, the long-term measurements from the strait at A3, which are from
around 50m depth, capture only the properties of the lower layer, and corrections must be made to
include stratification (see e.g., Woodgate et al., [2010]). (While upper-layer measurements by sacrificial
instruments, ISCATS [Woodgate et al., 2015], have been made in recent years, they currently lack the
long time continuity to be useful in this paper.) Similarly, for the A4 mooring site, under the Alaskan
Coastal Current, the longest, most continuous temperature and salinity records are from the nearbottom (here at ~40m in ~48m of water). (More recent data from upward looking ADCPs allow us to
quantify velocity in shallower bins, although we find surface effects significantly contaminate ADCP
velocity data shallower than ~15m.) CTD sections [Woodgate et al., 2015] indicate that at A4, salinity,
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temperature and velocity all show significant vertical shear, with upper waters being ~2-4°C warmer,
~3psu fresher, and velocities roughly a factor of 2 greater at the surface than at near-bottom.
Figure 14 and Table 4 present monthly means (averaged from 2003 to 2015, the period with ADCP
data at A4), for data from A4 and A3. For velocity, the near-bottom data (A3 - blue; A4 - red) show the
seasonal climatology similar to Figure 13. That A4 has higher near-bottom velocities in winter than A3 is
likely due to the funneling effect of the strait - velocities in the strait proper were previously found to be
~20% higher than those at A3 [Woodgate et al., 2005a].
Velocity data from mid depths (~15m) at A4 (Figure 14a, A4mid - magenta) indicate significant
shear between this depth and the lower data at ~30m, with the peak monthly mean flow (July) being
~65cm/s, much greater than the ~45cm/s flow at A4 near-bottom. This is consistent with velocity
profiles obtained from ship’s ADCP data combined with CTD geostrophy estimates [Woodgate et al.,
2015], which suggest further increases in flow towards the surface. Note that hourly flows can be much
stronger, with the maximum recorded hourly flow (between 2002 and present) in A4 near-bottom data
being ~170cm/s, at which time the ~15m flow was ~190cm/s, and we expect the (unmeasured) surface
flow to be even stronger - local hunters report surface currents of 5-10mph (~200-400cm/s) off Wales
in some seasons [Raymond-Yakoubian et al., 2014].
The onset of velocity shear (climatologically in May), which likely indicates the arrival of the
Alaskan Coastal Current (ACC), coincides with the onset of horizontal shear in salinity (and thus density
across the region (Figure 14c). While winter salinities are comparable to within errors between A3 and
A4 near-bottom measurements, in summer these records show A4 to be ~1psu fresher from May to
December. A large horizontal gradient in temperature across the strait also initiates in June (Figure
14b), peaks at ~7°C in August (then ~4°C warmer than A3), before monthly mean temperatures again
homogenize in November. Curiously, these A4 near-bottom temperatures are very similar to sea
surface temperatures (SST) at A3 in the same months (Figure 14b). This is a manifestation of the sloping
isotherms in the CTD cross sections of the strait [Woodgate et al., 2015].
6.3 Estimating a 2003-2015 seasonal climatology for Bering Strait fluxes of volume, heat and
freshwater
Previous work [Woodgate and Aagaard, 2005; Woodgate et al., 2006] has considered annual
mean corrections for the contributions of the ACC and stratification to the annual mean fluxes through
the strait. Can we now, with this extended data set, estimate the seasonal variability of these
corrections? While some progress may be made, there remain several approximations and assumptions
that must go into such an estimate.
We focus on the time-period 2003-2015, where mid-depth velocity data are available in the ACC.
In terms of velocity (and hence volume transport), we may assume with some confidence that the
velocity at ~15m depth is a reasonable representation of the depth averaged flow (see e.g., Figure 5 of
[Woodgate et al., 2015]) since that is roughly the mid-depth of the water column with velocity
increasing above and decreasing below. Assuming an ACC width on the scale of the Rossby Radius
(~10km), consistent also with CTD sections from the strait [Woodgate et al., 2015], and an average
water depth of 40m, yields a cross-section area of 4x105m2, which, when combined with the annual
mean A4 mid-depth velocity, yields a transport of ~0.16Sv, in line with previous estimates (~0.15Sv,
[Woodgate et al., 2006]. Seasonally, our simplistic calculation estimates the volume flux of the ACC
ranges from ~0.1Sv in winter to ~0.3Sv in summer (magenta in Figure 14d, Table 4), but since we have
artificially fixed the width and depth of the current, this is likely an underestimate of its variability.
Some of this transport has already been included in the annual mean transport estimate from A3, and
we estimate the correction for the extra velocity contributes only ~0.04Sv to the annual mean, and
<0.01 and 0.1Sv seasonally (brown in Figure 14d, Table 4). This is only a modest modification of the
seasonal cycle of transport as calculated from A3 alone (~0.7Sv-1.5Sv) and within the estimated
uncertainties of 0.1-0.2Sv (black in Figure 14d, Table 4).
Note that, the annual average of this seasonal climatology of transport for the 2003-2015 period
yields a total transport of 1.0Sv ±0.05Sv. This is arguably greater than the original climatology of the
annual mean Bering Strait throughflow (0.8Sv, [Roach et al., 1995]) and the 1990-2004 climatology
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(0.8±0.1Sv [Woodgate et al., 2005b]). This change primarily reflects a change in the period of averaging
(and hence an actual change in the system) rather than a change in methodology.
For heat transport, we must consider both the ACC and stratification. In line with previous work
[Woodgate et al., 2010], we use SST and estimates of upper layer thickness of 10m and 20m to estimate
the range of the stratification correction, and compute the extra heat carried in this layer. In the annual
mean, this stratification correction adds 1-2 TW (0.3-0.7x1020J/yr) to the bare A3 estimate of ~9TW
(2.8x1020J/yr) (Figure 14e, Table 4). Seasonally, the contribution of stratification to the heat flux peaks
in August (monthly mean of 4-8TW, compared to the August A3 estimate of 23TW), at the time of
maximum temperature difference between the surface and depth (Figure 14b, Table 4).
For the ACC, we may crudely estimate the heat flux by combining the near-bottom temperature
with the mid-depth velocity, but since this neglects the large temperature shear in the strait (order 2-4°C
difference over the water depth, [Woodgate et al., 2015]), this must be a sizeable underestimate of the
heat flux. Indeed, this crude calculation yields a total contribution of ~2.7TW (0.8x1020J/yr) in the
annual mean and a neglected contribution of ~1.5TW (0.5x1020J/yr), about half the previous back-of-theenvelope calculation (~1x1020J/yr [Woodgate et al., 2010]). Thus, the ACC correction likely lies between
our crude estimate and possibly twice that estimate. In either case, the contribution is a large portion
(~1/3rd) of the annual mean heat flux.
Although these estimates contain significant uncertainties, for completeness, we sum the seasonal
contributions to heat flux from A3, stratification (either 10m or 20m thick layer) and the ACC (our crude
estimate, or twice that estimate) to indicate the approximate seasonal form of the heat flux through the
strait (black in Figure 14e, Table 4). This exercise suggests that the summer peak heat flux is roughly
twice that of the shoulder seasons, and that combined stratification and ACC effects may double the
basic heat flux through the strait in summer, indicating that a better analysis of the structure and heat
transport of the ACC would be productive, if beyond the scope of the current paper.
Estimating the extra contributions to freshwater flux faces similar problems. Combining A4 middepth velocity with A4 near-bottom salinity yields an annual ACC correction of 190km3/yr (6mSv) for the
extra freshwater of the ACC (Table 4). However, using lower layer salinity measurements must
significantly bias this estimate low and indeed in the annual mean, this crude estimate is again about
half the previous back-of-the-envelope contribution (400km3/yr, 13mSv [Woodgate and Aagaard, 2005];
200-400km3/yr, 6-13mSv [Woodgate et al., 2006]). We conclude thus the ACC contribution may be even
twice our crude correction. The seasonal peak of the ACC is again in August, when, we estimate, the
ACC contribution is ~1/6th-1/3rd of the freshwater flux estimated from A3 alone (Figure 14f, Table 4).
For stratification, we lack year-round surface salinity data at A3. Prior work chose (in the annual
mean) to estimate the correction by assuming a 0.5-1psu freshening for a 10 or 20m thick layer
[Woodgate et al., 2006], similar to temperature. However, to quantify the seasonal variability of this
contribution, we cannot use a constant offset. Instead, recognizing the similarity between A4 nearbottom temperatures and SST at A3 reflects the sloping isotherms in sections in the strait, we note the
salinity sections show a similar structure [Woodgate et al., 2015] and thus we chose to approximate the
seasonally varying surface salinity at A3 by the A4 near-bottom salinity. Combined with two estimates
of upper layer thickness (10m and 20m), this yields a seasonally varying freshwater correction, which in
the annual mean is ~130-270km3/yr, comparable to the previous back-of-the-envelope calculation 200400km3/yr, 6-13mSv [Woodgate et al., 2006]). Seasonally, this stratification contribution now peaks in
July/August (Figure 14f, Table 4), at the time of the maximum salinity difference (Figure 14c, Table 4), at
which time the stratification correction (at ~250-500km3/yr, 8-16mSv) is 1/10th - 1/5th of the A3 estimate
of freshwater flux.
As for heat, for completeness and despite the major uncertainties, we combine the A3 freshwater
flux estimate with stratification effects (for a 10m or 20m thick surface layer) and the ACC contribution
(our crude underestimate, or twice that underestimate) to obtain a nominal seasonal cycle of
freshwater flux in the strait (black in Figure 14f, Table 4). Even accounting for the unknowns in the
cycle, this again shows the clear dominance of summer to the freshwater flux, and that in the summer
months, the ACC and stratification may add ~30% to the A3 estimate of the freshwater flux.
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In conclusion, we note that although the volume flux of the ACC is small, it has a surprisingly large
(and to date only poorly quantified) effect on the heat and freshwater fluxes, increasing the annual heat
fluxes by 20-30%, the peak summer heat fluxes (August) by 25-50%, the annual freshwater fluxes by 1020%, and the peak summer fluxes by 30-60%. Similarly stratification also has a large impact - increasing
annual mean heat fluxes by 10-20%, peak summer heat fluxes by 15-35%, annual mean freshwater
fluxes by 5-15%, and summer peak freshwater fluxes by 10-15%. Combined, stratification and ACC
effects can increase heat fluxes by 30-60% in the annual mean (compared to A3 data alone) and 40-80%
in the peak summer months. In terms of freshwater, these combined corrects may add 15-30% to the
annual mean freshwater and 20-25% to the peak summer fluxes.
While the freshwater fluxes are dominantly driven by the volume flux and thus peak seasonally in
June when the volume flux is highest, the heat fluxes are more dependent on the seasonality of
temperature and thus peak in August, when the ACC and sea surface temperatures are highest.
Finally, it is important to remember that A4 data, although presented here as a climatology and
described above as having no record-length trend, do show significant interannual variability, including
in their relationship to data from the center of the strait. This interannual variability must be
understood to make interannually varying corrections for the ACC to the longer time-series.
7. Summary and discussion
As described in Section 1, the Bering Strait throughflow has controlling and important influences
on the northern polar oceans and beyond. In this final section, we draw together the main conclusions
of this paper as to change and variability in the throughflow and what we know and do not know about
the drivings of those changes.
7.1 Interannual changes in annual means
The integrative measures of annual means of Bering Strait fluxes (Figure 3 and trends in Table 1)
yield the most simple overview of change in the Bering Strait region, albeit one that misses important
details we will outline below.
The most compelling trend is that of increasing flow (Section 3.1). This is ubiquitous at all mooring
sites over all time-periods considered (with the one exception of the intermittent record from A1 in
recent years, which is likely too sparse to be reliable). Being of magnitude ~0.01-0.02Sv/yr (depending
on time-period (Table 1), the increasing trend implies a transport increase of ~0.3-0.5Sv over the
25years of the data, a remarkably large fraction of the climatological mean of ~0.8Sv [Roach et al.,
1995]. In addition, it is notable that since 2002, only two years (2005 and 2012) are equal or less than
this climatological mean.
The record high (2012, ~1.2Sv) is ~70% higher than the record minimum (2001, ~0.7Sv) (Figure 3).
As discussed above (Section 3.1), this has significant implications for the transit and residence time of
waters in the Chukchi Sea. Simple calculations suggest a range from ~7.5 months to ~4.5 months, a
difference (~3months, i.e., ¼ of a year) large enough to have seasonality impacts on the ecosystems and
biogeochemistry of the region - e.g., more rapid advection of plankton north, reduction of time available
for denitrification and other such pelagic-benthic coupled processes on the shelf.
In conjunction with the increased transport comes an increase in the mean, median, and mode
velocities in the strait (Section 3.1) - the northward velocity mode changes from <25cm/s in low flow
years (2000, 2004, 2010, 2012) to ≥40cm/s in 2014 and 2015. While even in velocity this is a dramatic
increase (~60%), in terms of kinetic energy (which scales with velocity squared), this represents an
increase of ~150%, with corresponding impacts on resuspension of sediment, coastal erosion and such
issues.
In comparison, the trends in annual mean temperature and salinity (~0.03°C/yr warming and
0.01psu/yr freshening for the full record at A3) are less compelling, being only found at site A3 and even
then not rising above statistical significance over shorter periods of data (Table 1). Although there are
indications (Section 3.2) of a step rise in temperature in 2001/2002 and step fall in salinity in 2009/2010,
it should be remembered that interpretation of these annual means results is hindered by the large
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seasonal cycles in both temperature and salinity. That said, two years are particularly noteworthy - the
remarkably high annual mean temperature in 2015 (~ 0.7°C), being astoundingly warmer than the
record-length mean (0.0±0.2°C) and ~0.3°C warmer than previous warm years (~0.4°C), and the
remarkably low annual mean temperature in 2012 (~ -0.6°C) being ~0.2°C colder than previous cold
years (~ -0.4°C).
In conjunction with the poorly robust trends in temperature, we find similar relationships
considering the timings of warm waters in the strait - a trend of ~1day per year towards earlier arrival of
warm waters, only when considering the full time-series (Table 1). We find, as in previous work
[Woodgate et al., 2012], no trend in the timing of cooling of waters in the fall.
The increase in annual mean transport is reflected in correspondingly significant increases in
fluxes of heat and freshwater (Figure 3), even though the trends in temperature and salinity alone are
often insignificant. At ~0.06x1020J/yr and ~30km3/yr, both yield significant changes over the length of
the time-series - with standard corrections for the Alaskan Coastal Current and stratification, annual
mean heat fluxes range from ~3-6x1020J, and annual mean freshwater fluxes from 2300km3 to 3500km3.
As discussed in Section 3.4, these are large enough changes to have significant impacts in the Arctic and
beyond. For example, ~3x1020J can melt 106km3 of 1m thick ice, 1/3rd of the remaining summer ice in
2012. At ~1200km3, the interannual range of freshwater flux is 2-3 times the interannual variability in
atmospheric (~500km3) or riverine (~400km3) inputs to the Arctic. Moreover, such large changes are
shown, in models, to have impacts on the meridional overturning circulation and the North Atlantic
circulation [Wadley and Bigg, 2002].
In contrast, we find no significant trends in velocity, temperature or salinity for the data
measuring the Alaskan Coastal Current over the available data period (2002-2015).
7.2 Monthly mean trends
An obsession with annual mean trends hides, however, significant changes at the seasonal level
(Section 4), viz., a winter freshening (and corresponding freezing point elevation); a warming in May and
June (related to the earlier arrival of warm waters), and increasing transports in the summer months but
not the winter months (Figure 7).
Salinity changes in the strait (Section 4.1) are driven by different physical processes at different
times of year - salinization and then freshening in winter from ice formation and melt, and freshening in
summer/autumn from the Alaskan Coastal Current. It is reasonable, thus, that different seasons may
have very different trends. Hence, the winter freshening suggests sea-ice changes, while trends (if
significant at all) from summer to the end of the year indicate either no trend (or salinization) in the
riverine input, the former being consistent with the lack of trend found in the ACC. We speculate that
the month of May stands between these two competing sets of processes and thus is most likely to
represent the base salinity of the throughflow, which is assumed to be set in the Bering Sea to the south
[Woodgate et al., 2012] and then modified by sea-ice processes (formation and melt, which in some
sense cancel in the annual mean) and riverine/ACC input, which together give the seasonal cycle of
salinity in the strait. This hypothesis is reinforced by the observation that May salinities are best
correlated with the annual mean salinities in the strait, which are presumably strongly dependent on
this base salinity.
In contrast, the processes driving warming in the strait (viz., solar input and availability of warm
waters from the south) are more likely correlated with each other, suggesting a season-coherent
response and indeed we find many summer monthly temperatures are well correlated with the annual
mean temperature, reflecting that a once a warm summer starts, it remains warm (Section 4.2).
That the trends in transport (Figure 7, Section 4.3) are clearest in summer, when wind forcing is
weak (Figure 11), suggests the long-term transport increase is not due to weaker winter winds but
instead is driven by the far-field (pressure-head) forcing of the flow. That said, wind forcing, especially
in winter, may drive large variability in the transport, albeit without, it seems, a long-term trend. For
example, the anomalously low transport in 2012 (~0.8Sv, compared to nearby years at ~1.1Sv, Figure 3)
is a result of anomalously low northward flow in January to March, a portion of which is likely due to
anomalously strong southward winds in March. This low spring transport, in turn, probably accounts for
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the late (>20 days later than average) arrival of warm waters in the strait, again a likely cause of 2012
being the lowest annual mean temperature in the Bering Strait mooring record (see Section 4.5 for
further discussion of particular years).
7.3 Driving mechanisms
A long-term, and still outstanding, research question is what drives the flow through the strait (see
Section 1 discussion). The contributions of this paper to that debate are threefold. Firstly, we elucidate
why the along-strait wind (rather than the Ekman transport of an across-strait wind) is the dominant
local wind coupling - viz., because the along-strait wind, via a cross-strait Ekman transport, can set up an
across-strait pressure gradient which then drives a flow along-strait (Section 5.2). Secondly, we provide
a seasonal decomposition of the flow forcing into wind-driven and pressure-head driven terms,
demonstrating the dominance of the far-field drivings in summer (Section 5.4). Thirdly, by extracting
the wind-driven portion of the flow, we show long-term interannual trends in the far-field forcing are
almost ubiquitous throughout the year, suggesting that the pressure-head term must change only on
the longer (greater than monthly) timescales (Figure 12, Section 5.6), . This, in turn, explains why,
despite significant variability in winter winds, there is some (albeit it only ~ 50%) skill in predicting
annual mean transports from a summer monthly transport estimate - similar to the May salinity being a
predictor of the background salinity, the summer transports provide our best estimate of the pressurehead driven flow, which is similarly the basis of the strait transport.
Although this work does not provide explanations of the source of the pressure-head, it does
provide a quantification of the pressure-head driven part of the flow, which may be used with other
data sources (e.g., satellite mass data, Peralta-Ferriz, pers.comm.) to investigate the source of this term.
7.4 New climatologies and predictions for the future
The properties of the Bering Strait throughflow are in demand for many studies - modeling and
observational, with an added need for heat and freshwater information, given the large changes in sea
ice and freshwater storage and distribution within the Arctic [Proshutinsky et al., 2009; Rabe et al., 2014;
Stroeve et al., 2014]. While for many Chukchi/Arctic studies (ranging from physics and through the
foodweb to whales), in addition to the annual mean trends, the monthly interannual variability as
represented especially by Figure 5, is of importance [e.g., Woodgate et al., 2015; Serreze et al., 2016;
Stabeno et al., submitted], for more mechanistic studies [e.g., Spall, 2007], a typical climatology is
required. Thus, we provide our best estimate of a new climatology for the strait, incorporating for the
first time, the seasonal variability of the important contributions from the Alaskan Coastal Current and
effects of stratification (Section 6.2, Figure 14).
Since only 1 of the last 10-years of transport data have been less than the previous mantra of
~0.8Sv for the Bering Strait transport [Roach et al., 1995; Woodgate et al., 2005b], it is timely to adjust
our assessment of the “typical” inflow to be greater, viz., 1.0 ±0.5Sv (2003-2015 mean) (Table 4). This
change reflects a change in the real world system, not merely a computational change. For studies of
past periods, the lower ~0.8Sv annual mean is still valid.
Seasonally, we find the ACC and stratification, although only a small contributor to the volume
flux, strongly influence the seasonal freshwater cycle, and almost double the seasonal range of the heat
flux (Section 6.3). There remain very large uncertainties in our estimates of these corrections, and a
valuable target for future work is a better understanding and assessment of the Alaskan Coastal Current
and the effects of stratification. This is work in progress beyond the scope of this paper (Woodgate and
Morris, pers.comm.).
Finally we address to what extent is the Bering Strait throughflow currently predictable, for
example, from a reduced set of in situ measurements.
The correlations between monthly means and annual means (Figure 8) suggest some degree of
short-term predictability, with some physical justifications for what is primarily a purely statistical
relationship. Most promising would be investigations of predictability of late summer temperatures
from early spring. Also potentially promising is to combine ~ May transports estimates of the pressurehead with local wind to yield better transport predictions for the rest of the year. Similarly, May
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salinities, may be a predictor of the base salinity in the strait. However, intriguing though these
relationships are, there are sizeable practical limitations. First, obviously, the explained variance is
limited, possibly too limited to be useful. Secondly, being a primarily statistical relationship, we have no
information as to the validness of these relationships in the future. Thirdly, and decisively, these ideas
all point to needing in situ measurements in May, at a time when the strait is typically ice-covered. To
make such observations easily would thus likely require instruments in place before freeze-up, and sea
ice would hinder recovery until at least late June. Combined with the unexplained variance, this
suggests that, at least until we obtain a better understanding of what drives the variability in the strait,
year-round in situ observations (most easily serviced in the ice-free times) remain the only practical and
accurate way of quantifying the properties of the flow through the Bering Strait.
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TABLE 1 - Trends in the annual mean trends of various Bering Strait properties
VELOCITY
Vvel A3
Vvel A3corr
Vvel A1
Vvel A2
Vvel A4
TRANSPORT
Trans A3
Trans A3corr
Trans A1
Trans A2
Trans A4
TEMPERATURE
Temp A3
SST at A3
Temp A1
Temp A2
Temp A4
SALINITY
Sal A3
Sal A3corr
Sal A1
Sal A2
Sal A4
HEAT
Heat A3
Heat A3corr
FRESHWATER
FW A3
FW A3corr
WARM TIMES
Arrival A3

WIND
NCEP Vvel
JRA Vvel
ERA Vvel
Wales Vvel
FAR-FIELD
PH from A3

Years for AM
91, 98, 00-15
91, 98, 00-15
93, 05-06, 09-11
91-95, 98-15
02-15
Years for AM
91, 98, 00-15
91, 98, 00-15
93, 05-06, 09-11
91-95, 98, 00-15
02-15
Years for AM
91, 98-15
82-15 (NOAA daily)
93, 05-11
91-95, 98-03, 05-07, 09-15
02-15
Years for AM
91, 98-15
91, 98-15
93, 05-11
91,94-95, 98-02, 05-15
02-05, 08-11, 14-15
Years for AM
91, 98, 00-15
91, 98, 00-15
Years for AM
91, 98, 00-15
91, 98, 00-15
Years for AM
91, 98-15
(excluding 2012)
91, 98-15
(excluding 2012)
91, 98-15
(excluding 2012)
82-15
(excluding 2012)
82-15
(excluding 2012)
82-15
(excluding 2012)
Years for AM
48-15
79-13
79-15
09-16
Years for AM
91, 98, 00-15

PH from A3corr

91, 98, 00-15

Dept A3
Season A3
Arrival A3 SST
Dept A3 SST
Season A3 SST

1991-2015
0.34 ± 0.21
0.21 ± 0.20
0.40 ± 0.15
0.27 ± 0.18

1998-2015
0.51 ± 0.24
0.32 ± 0.24

1991-2015
0.015 ± 0.009
0.009 ± 0.008
0.004 ± 0.002
0.004 ± 0.003

1998-2015
0.022 ± 0.010
0.014 ± 0.010

1991-2015
0.027 ± 0.023
ns
ns
ns

1998-2015
ns
ns

1991-2015
- 0.014 ± 0.010
- 0.009 ± 0.009
ns
ns

1998-2015
ns
ns

1991-2015
7.2 ± 4.5
5.9 ± 4.6
1991-2015
40 ± 18
26 ± 17
1991-2015
-0.90 ± 0.80
(-1.21 ± 0.64)
ns
ns
ns
(1.49 ± 0.90)
-0.56 ± 0.54
(-0.69 ± 0.53)
ns
ns
ns
(1.17 ± 0.95)
1991-2015
0.032 ± 0.027
ns
ns

1998-2015
8.7 ± 5.7
6.9 ± 5.9
1998-2015
55 ± 26
33 ± 26
1998-2015
ns
(-1.08 ± 0.80)
ns
ns
ns
(1.60 ± 1.13)
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
(1.56 ± 1.16)
1998-2015
0.045 ± 0.043
ns
ns

1991-2015
0.33 ± 0.14
0.014 ± 0.006
0.21 ± 0.13
0.009 ± 0.006

1998-2015
0.52 ± 0.23
0.022 ± 0.010
0.30 ± 0.24
0.013 ± 0.010

0.56 ± 0.27

0.009 ± 0.004

ns

ns
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2000-2015
0.61 ± 0.25
0.41 ± 0.27
ns
0.69 ± 0.32
ns
2000-2015
0.026 ± 0.011
0.018 ± 0.011
ns
0.011 ± 0.005
ns
2000-2015
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
2000-2015
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
2000-2015
9.7 ± 6.5
7.8 ±6.8
2000-2015
67 ± 28
40 ± 28
2000-2015
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
2000-2015
ns
ns
ns
ns
2000-2015
0.63 ± 0.28
0.027 ± 0.012
0.40 ± 0.29
0.017 ± 0.012

Units
(cm/s)/yr
(cm/s)/yr
(cm/s)/yr
(cm/s)/yr
(cm/s)/yr
Units
Sv/yr
Sv/yr
Sv/yr
Sv/yr
Sv/yr
Units
°C/yr
°C/yr
°C/yr
°C/yr
°C/yr
Units
psu/yr
psu/yr
psu/yr
psu/yr
psu/yr
Units
18
10 J/yr
18
10 J/yr
Units
3
km /yr
3
km /yr
Units
days/yr
days/yr
days/yr
days/yr
days/yr
days/yr
Units
(m/s)/yr
(m/s)/yr
(m/s)/yr
(m/s)/yr
Units
(cm/s)/yr
Sv/yr
(cm/s)/yr
Sv/yr
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TABLE 1: Linear trends for various time-series of Bering Strait mooring and related data. Parameters
are considered are named by mooring (A1, A2, A3, A4, with A3corr indicated corrected data as described
in Section 2) or data source (SST - satellite sea surface temperature; wind products from NCEP, JRA, ERA,
and Wales - see Section 2 for details), and variable (Vvel - northward velocity; Trans - volume transport,
total for A3, per channel for A1 and A2, Alaskan Coastal Current only for A4; Temp - temperature; SST Sea surface temperature; Sal - salinity; Heat - heat flux relative to -1.9°C; FW - freshwater flux relative to
34.8psu; Arrival/Dept - first/last time in year the 30-day smoothed temperature time-series (mooring or
SST) is above 0°C; Season - number of days between Dept and Arrival; PH - pressure-head term as
calculated in Section 5). AM = annual Mean. Years for AM = years with viable annual means used for
calculating the trends. ns=not significant. Boxes shaded grey indicate insufficient data to seek trend.
Errors are the 95% limit of a 1-sided Student’s t-test, as discussed in Section 2.5.
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TABLE 2: Summary of salinity corrections
Mooring
Time of
Offset
Suspected
offset
corrected
offset
remaining
A1-11
Sum. 2012
-0.3psu
-0.2psu
A3-11
Sum. 2012
-0.2psu
A3-12
Sum. 2013
-0.23psu
A3-13
Sum. 2014
-0.3psu
A3-14
A3-15
A4-11
A4-13

Sum. 2015
Sum. 2016
Sum. 2012
Sum. 2014

-0.3psu
-0.1psu
-0.1psu

-0.17psu
-

Mooring

Time of
offset

Offset
corrected

A2-90
A2-93
A2-94
A2-12

Sum. 1991
Sum. 1994
Sum. 1995
Sum. 2013

A2-13
A2-14
A2-15

Sum. 2014
Sum. 2015
Sum. 2016

-1psu (end
of record
removed)
-0.09psu
-0.38psu

Suspected
offset
remaining
unknown
-0.5psu
-0.1psu
-

+0.07psu

TABLE 2: Mooring records are identified by mooring site name (A1, A2, A3, A4) followed by the starting
year of deployment (e.g., A1-11 was deployed at site A1 in summer 2011, and recovered in summer
2012). Sum.=Summer. Negative value indicates mooring record was fresher than other data sources.
The positive value for A2-14 reflects a very large calibration change during the deployment (as assessed
by comparison of post- and pre-deployment calibrations). Applying this calibration results in a mooring
record which is saltier than the recovery CTD.
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TABLE 3 - Correlations between annual means of various mooring data parameters
Vvel
Vvel
Vvel
Vvel Temp Temp Temp Temp Sal
A2
A3
A3corr A4
A1
A2
A3
A4
A3
Vvel A1
0.73
0.81
p=0.10

p=0.10

Sal
A3corr
-

Sal
A4
-

Vvel A2

1

0.91

0.87

0.78

0.66

-

0.48

-

-

-0.40

-

Vvel A3

0.91

1

0.96

0.76

-

-

0.57

-

-

-

-

Vvel A3
corr
Vvel A4

0.87

0.96

1

0.88

0.67

0.44

0.62

0.63

-

-

-

0.78

0.76

0.88

1

-

-

0.51

0.66

-

-

-

Temp A1

0.66

-

0.67

1

0.67

0.96

0.84

-

-

-

Temp A2

-

-

0.44

-

0.67

1

0.92

0.74

-0.48

-0.51

-0.68

Temp A3

0.48

0.57

0.62

0.51

0.96

0.92

1

0.77

-0.46

-0.45

-0.74

Temp A4

-

-

0.63

0.66

0.84

0.74

0.77

1

-

-

-0.79

Sal A1

-

-

-

0.67

-

-

-

-

0.88

0.88

-

Sal A2

-0.40

-

-

-0.64

-

-0.53

-0.51

-0.57

0.76

0.78

0.68

Sal A3

-

-

-

-

-

-0.48

-0.46

-

1

0.96

0.69

Sal A3
corr
Sal A4

-

-

-

-

-

-0.51

-0.45

-

0.96

1

0.66

-

-

-

-

-

-0.68

-0.74

-0.79

0.69

0.66

1

p<0.01
p<0.01
p<0.01
p=0.08

p=0.04

p=0.09

p<0.01

p<0.01
p<0.01

p=0.01

p<0.01
p<0.01

p<0.01

p<0.01
p<0.01
p<0.01

p=0.10
p=0.09
p=0.01
p=0.02

p=0.06
p=0.01
p=0.10
p=0.02

p=0.08

p=0.10

p=0.10
p=0.10
p=0.02

p=0.09

p=0.10

p<0.01
p=0.01

p=0.02
p=0.05
p=0.04
p=0.06

p=0.04
p=0.01
p=0.01
p=0.06
p=0.10
p<0.01

p<0.01

p=0.04
p=0.05
p=0.05
p=0.01

p=0.02
p=0.01
p=0.02
p=0.01
p<0.01

p=0.06

p=0.01

p=0.05
p=0.05

p=0.01
p<0.01

p<0.01
p=0.03

p=0.09

p=0.04
p=0.05

p=0.01
p<0.01
p<0.01

p=0.04

p=0.06
p=0.01
p=0.01

p=0.07
p=0.03
p=0.04

TABLE 3: Correlations between the annual means of various parameters (Vvel - northward velocity;
Temp - temperature; Sal - salinity) calculated from the various mooring sites (A1, A2, A3, A4, with A3corr
indicating data corrected as per Section 2). P-values are calculated assuming years are independent.
Correlations significant at or above the 95% level (p≤0.05) are marked in bold. Correlations with pvalues greater than 0.10 are indicated by a dash. See Section 3.6 for discussion.
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TABLE 4 - Estimated seasonal climatology for the Bering Strait for 2003-2015
A3
Jan
Feb Mar Apr
May Jun
Jul
Aug Sep
VVel(corr) 16.2 17.8 20.9 24.6 32.7 35.2 32.1 29.6 21.8

Oct
21.1

Nov
15.0

Dec
13.4

AM
23.4

Sal(corr)

32.4

32.1

31.9

32.5

(cm/s)

(4.1)

(4.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(2.7)

(2.6)

(2.8)

(2.0)

(3.4)

(psu)

(0.1)

(0.1)

(0.1)

(0.1)

(0.1)

(0.1)

(0.1)

(0.1)

(0.1)

Temp
(°C)

SST at A3
(°C)

32.2
-1.8
(.01)

-1.6
(.05)

32.6
-1.8
(.01)

-1.7
(.03)

32.9
-1.8
(.01)

-1.7
(.06)

32.9
-1.8
(.01)

-1.5
(.06)

32.5
-1.3
(.12)

-0.1
(0.2)

32.4
0.3

(0.3)

2.5

(0.4)

32.5
2.1

(0.4)

5.8

(0.5)

32.6
2.6

(0.3)

7.0

(0.5)

32.6
2.9

(0.4)

5.8

(0.3)

(3.4)
(0.1)

2.6

(0.3)

3.2

(0.3)

(5.2)
(0.1)

0.8

(0.3)

0.6

(0.3)

(6.2)
(0.1)

-1.3
(0.2)

-1.2
(0.1)

(1.1)
(.03)

0.14
(.07)

1.4

(0.1)

A4
Vvel

Jan
21.9

Feb
24.4

Mar
2.84

Apr
30.5

May
41.5

Jun
45.7

Jul
42.8

Aug
39.9

Sep
26.1

Oct
25.9

Nov
16.8

Dec
17.6

AM
30.1

Mid Vvel

22.8

23.8

27.7

30.8

49.6

61.4

66.2

63.0

41.1

37.8

22.3

20.9

39.0

(cm/s)
(cm/s)

Sal

(psu)

Temp
(°C)

(5.2)
(6.7)

31.8
(0.3)

-1.8
(.02)

(5.6)
(6.9)

32.5
(0.2)

-1.8
(.02)

(4.6)
(5.4)

32.6
(0.2)

-1.8
(.01)

(4.3)
(6.2)

32.8
(0.2)

-1.8
(.02)

(2.9)
(5.1)

32.1
(0.3)

-1.1
(0.1)

(2.7)
(4.4)

31.7
(0.2)

1.8

(0.4)

(3.2)
(4.9)

31.3
(0.2)

4.9

(0.4)

(2.7)
(4.4)

31.3
(0.2)

6.6

(0.5)

(4.8)
(7.8)

31.5
(0.3)

5.9

(0.7)

(5.0)
(8.2)

31.4
(0.2)

3.9

(0.5)

(7.5)
(9.3)

31.2
(0.3)

1.0

(0.4)

(7.5)

(9.4)

31.1
(0.1)

-1.3
(0.2)

(1.4)
(2.0)

31.8
(0.1)

1.22
(0.1)

TRANS(Sv)
A4mid

Jan
0.09

Feb
0.10

Mar
0.11

Apr
0.12

May
0.20

Jun
0.25

Jul
0.26

Aug
0.25

Sep
0.16

Oct
0.15

Nov
0.09

Dec
0.08

AM
0.16

A3 only

0.69

0.76

0.89

1.05

1.39

1.50

1.36

1.26

0.93

0.89

0.64

0.57

0.99

A4 add
Total

(.03)
(.17)

0.01
(.01)

0.70
(.17)

(.03)
(.20)

0.00
(.01)

0.76
(.20)

(.02)
(.16)

0.01
(.01)

0.89
(.16)

(.02)
(.16)

0.00
(.01)

1.05
(.16)

(.02)
(.12)

0.04
(.02)

1.43
(.12)

(.02)
(.11)

0.07
(.01)

1.57
(.11)

(.02)
(.12)

0.10
(.02)

1.47
(.12)

(.02)
(.08)

0.10
(.01)

1.36
(.08)

(.03)
(.15)

0.06
(.01)

0.99
(.15)

(.03)
(.15)

0.05
(.02)

0.94
(.15)

(.04)
(.22)

0.02
(.01)

0.66
(.22)

(.04)
(.26)

0.01
(.01)

0.58
(.26)

(.01)
(.05)

0.04

(<.01)

1.03
(.05)

HEAT(TW)
A4 mid

Jan
0.06

Feb
0.05

Mar
0.05

Apr
0.08

May
0.71

Jun
3.80

Jul
7.30

Aug
8.85

Sep
5.92

Oct
3.85

Nov
1.08

Dec
0.24

AM
2.67

A3 only

0.37

0.31

0.35

0.48

3.58

13.6

22.0

23.0

18.0

16.5

7.46

1.68

8.95

A4 add
10m layer
Low Total
Hi Total

(.02)
(.10)

0.01
(.01)

0.08
(.05)

0.47
(.11)

0.56
(.15)

(.02)
(.09)

0.01
(.01)

0.06
(.03)

0.37
(.10)

0.44
(.11)

(.01)
(.08)

0.01
(.01)

0.07
(.03)

0.43
(.08)

0.52
(.09)

(.02)
(.11)

0.02
(.01)

0.23
(.08)

0.73
(.14)

0.99
(.20)

(.18)
(.86)

0.34
(.13)

1.25
(.19)

5.17
(.89)

6.76
(.98)

(.49)
(2.3)

2.30
(.38)

2.17
(.50)

18.1
(2.4)

22.6
(2.6)

(.63)

(3.1)

4.51
(.42)

3.44
(.48)

30.0
(3.2)

38.0
(3.4)

(.94)

(2.5)

5.61
(.62)

3.87
(.64)

32.5
(2.6)

42.0
(3.1)

(1.4)
(3.1)

3.57
(.90)

1.97
(.47)

23.6
(3.2)

29.1
(3.7)

(.95)

(3.1)

1.67
(.58)

0.30
(.16)

18.4
(3.2)

20.4
(3.4)

(.55)

(3.0)

.28

(.17)

-.03
(.10)

7.72
(3.0)

7.97
(3.0)

(.17)
(.79)

.06

(.11)

0.05
(.08)

1.79
(.80)

1.90
(.83)

(.18)
(.59)

1.53
(.12)

1.12
(.23)

11.6
(.61)

14.3
(.66)

FW(mSv)
A4 mid
A3 only

Jan
9(4)
53

Feb
6(2)
46

Mar
8(2)
50

Apr
8(2)
58

May
17(3)
93

Jun
23(3)
104

Jul
27(3)
91

Aug
26(3)
81

Sep
18(4)
61

Oct
16(4)
62

Nov
11(5)
48

Dec
11(4)
46

AM
15(1)
66

A4 add
10m layer
Low Total

3(2)
57

1(1)
48

2(1)
53

1(1)
59

3(1)
101

6(1)
119

13(2)
8(1)
112

14(2)
8(1)
103

6(2)
76

6(1)
76

4(2)
57

4(1)
54

4(<1)
76

135

133

Hi Total

(14)
2(2)

(14)

62

(15)

(13)
1(1)

(13)

50

(13)

(10)
1(2)

(10)

56

(11)

(11)
1(1)

(11)

61

(12)

(9)
5(2)

(10)

109
(11)

(11)
10(2)

(11)
(12)

(9)

(10)
(10)

(5)

(6)

125
(7)

(10)
9(3)

(10)

92

(12)
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(10)
8(2)

(11)

89

(12)

(18)
5(2)

(18)

67

(19)

(22)
4(2)

(22)

63

(23)

(4)
6(2)

(4)

87
(4)
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TABLE 4: Averages of monthly mean values for various Bering Strait parameters for the 2003-2015 timeperiod, calculated using corrected mooring data from sites A3 and A4, with errors in the means given in
brackets. Vvel - northward velocity; Temp - temperature; Sal - salinity; SST - satellite sea surface
temperature. AM = Annual mean as calculated from the mean of the monthly means, with the
estimated error in that mean estimated from combining the errors in the monthly means. Errors
indicated variability only, and do not include systemic errors due to deficiencies in the method of
calculation. Combination of these values into the flux estimates for Trans (transport); Heat (heat flux
relative to -1.9°C), and FW (freshwater flux relative to 34.8psu). For these products: A4mid = estimated
contribution of the Alaskan Coastal Current (ACC) calculated from mid depth A4 data; A3 only - Bering
Strait transport estimated from the corrected A3 data alone (without corrections for the ACC and
stratification); A4 add = portion of ACC flux not included in the A3v2 flux estimate; 10m layer - extra
contribution from stratification, estimated from an upper layer of thickness 10m and using either SST
(for heat) or A4 salinities (for freshwater); Low Total = minimum estimate of total flux, estimated as the
sum of the A3 flux, the extra A4 flux (A4 add) and the 10m stratification correction; Hi Total = maximum
estimate of the total flux, estimated as the sum of the A3 flux, twice the extra A4 flux (2xA4 add) and
twice the 10m stratification correction (equivalent to a 20m surface layer).
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(All figures to be in color)
FIGURE 1

FIGURE 1: (a) Large-scale map of the Bering Strait region (DI=Diomede Islands, which split the strait
into two channels; Wales=community of Wales on the east side of the strait). (b) Detail of the Bering
Strait region (indicated by red square in (a)) showing mooring positions (A1, A2, A3, A4); topography
from IBCAO (International Bathymetric Chart of the Arctic Ocean [Jakobsson et al., 2000]); and
schematics of the mean flows in the strait, viz.: the seasonally present Alaskan Coastal Current (ACC,
magenta) found in the strait every year from ~June to December; the seasonal and intermittent Siberian
Coastal Current (SCC, purple), which only reaches the strait in some years; the main flows through the
two channels of the strait (blue and red), which combine near mooring site A3 (black). Arrows indicate
dominant flow directions, although all flows may reverse. The US-Russia Exclusive Economic Zone (EZZ)
boundary at 168°58’37’’W (dashed green line) runs between the two Diomede Islands. Mooring A1 is in
the Russian channel; moorings A2 and A4 are in the US Channel. Mooring A3, the climate site, is ~750m
east of the EEZ line and ~35km north of the strait proper, at a location where the water properties from
the Russian and US channels appear to merge. (c) MODIS/Aqua level-1 satellite sea surface
temperature (SST) image (from Ocean Color Data Processing Archive, NASA/Goddard Space Flight
Center) of the strait region from 26th Aug 2014, showing also mooring positions. Note the warm Alaskan
Coastal Current with surface temperatures of ~12°C along the Alaskan coast.
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FIGURE 2

FIGURE 2: Seven day smoothed (7ds-m) Bering Strait time-series from 2009 of near-bottom
temperature (a) and salinity (b) from the western (Russian) channel (A1, blue), the eastern (US) channel
(A2, red), the Alaskan Coastal Current (A4, magenta) and the climate site (A3, black), which yields a
useful average of the water properties in the US and Russian channels, see Section 2.3. X-axis is time in
months, with letters indicating the start of the month (J=Jan, F=Feb, M=Mar, A=Apr, M=May, J=Jun,
J=Jul, A=Aug, S=Sep, O=Oct, N=Nov, D=Dec).
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FIGURE 3

FIGURE 3: Annual means (x-axis, time in
years) of Bering Strait mooring data from
1991 to 2015, showing:
(a) Vvel - near-bottom northward velocity at
A1 (blue), A2 (red), and A3 (uncorrected data
- grey; corrected data - black);
(b) Temp - near-bottom temperature at A1
(blue), A2 (red), A4 (magenta) and A3 (black);
(c) Sal - salinity at A1 (blue), A2 (red), A4
(magenta) and A3 (uncorrected data - grey;
corrected data - black);
(d) Trans - transport for the whole strait, as
estimated from A2 (red) or A3 (uncorrected
data - grey; corrected data - black);
(e) Heat - heat transport (relative to -1.9°C)
for the entire strait, as estimated from just
A3 (uncorrected data - grey; corrected data black), and (brown) from corrected A3 data
plus standard corrections for the Alaskan
Coastal Current (ACC) (1x1020J) and
stratification from a 10-20m upper layer (0.4
to 0.7 x1020J) [Woodgate et al., 2012];
(f) FW - freshwater transport (relative to 34.8psu) for the entire strait, as estimated
from just A3 (uncorrected-grey; correctedblack), and (brown) from corrected A3 data
plus standard corrections for the ACC and
stratification from a 10-20m upper layer
(800-1000km3) [Woodgate et al., 2012];
(g) Warming - first time in the year (in Julian
days) when the 30-day smoothed
temperature record from A3 rises above 0°C;
and
(h) Cooling - last time in the year (in Julian
days) when the 30-day smoothed
temperature record from A3 falls below 0°C.
Dashed lines indicate errors in the means as
estimated from the variance of the hourly
data.
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FIGURE 4

FIGURE 4: By year, statistics of the northward velocity (Vvel) for near-bottom data from (a) A3
(corrected data) and (b) A4, showing (grey) annual mean of all values (as per Figure 2); (red) annual
mean of positive values; (blue) annual mean of negative values; (black) annual mode; (brown) annual
median; and (magenta) annual top 10 percentile limit (viz., 10% of velocity values (in 2cm/s bins) for the
year are higher than this number). Below these plots, histograms (of hourly data, collected into 2cm/s
bins) of % occurrence of velocity values in A3 corrected northward velocity in particular years, showing
(c) full histogram for four highest flow years (red, year and transport indicated on the plot); (d) negative
tail of histogram for four highest flow years (red, year and transport indicated on the plot); (e) full
histogram for four lowest flow years (blue, year and transport indicated on the plot); and (f) negative tail
of histogram for four lowest flow years (blue, year and transport indicated on the plot). In these
histograms, background grey indicates velocity distribution for the full time-series. (Peaks at 0cm/s are
an artifact of older mechanical rotors being unable to measure under 1cm/s, but are estimated to only
skew the velocity means used in this paper by less than 1%.)
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FIGURE 5
Figure 5a

FIGURE 5: (a) Thirty-day smoothed time-series of near-bottom corrected salinity data at A3, with
different panels showing different years of data. For each panel, grey shows all available years of data,
black marks the 1990-2004 climatology [Woodgate et al., 2005b], and color gives the data from the year
of that panel. Red indicates anomalously fresh years (annual mean < 32.4psu). Blue indicates
anomalously salty years (annual mean > 32.6psu). Brown indicates either annual salinity between these
ranges or incomplete year of data. X-axis is time in months, with letters indicating the start of the
month (J=Jan, M=Mar, M=May, J=Jul, S=Sep, N=Nov).
Figure 5b
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FIGURE 5 (continued): (b) As per (a) but for near-bottom temperature data at A3. Now red indicates
anomalously warm years (annual mean > 0.3°C). Blue indicates anomalously cold years (annual mean < 0.2°C).

Figure 5c
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FIGURE 5 (continued): (c) As per (a) but for transport estimated from near-bottom corrected velocity
data at A3. Now red indicates anomalously high flow years (annual mean > 1Sv). Blue indicates
anomalously low flow years (annual mean < 0.85Sv).
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FIGURE 6
Figure 6a

FIGURE 6: (a) For near-bottom corrected salinity at A3, panels of time-series of monthly mean values
(red line with black dots) as available from 1990 to 2016 (Sept 1990 to Sept 1991; Aug 1997 to Apr 1999;
Aug 1999 to Jun 2016 inclusive), with standard error bars in those means (thin red line), showing also
the 1990-2004 Bering Strait climatology (thick blue line, with error bars as thin blue lines) [Woodgate et
al., 2005b], and the trend over the time-period (thick black line, with error bars as thin black lines). For
each panel, the trend and the 95% 1-sided error in the trend is labeled in the bottom left (small italic
font for fits significant at less than the 80% level; large font for fits significant at or above the 80% level;
large bold font for fits significant at or above the 95% level). Note that vertical scale changes per plot.
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Figure 6b

FIGURE 6 (continued): (b) As per (a) but for near-bottom temperature at A3.
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Figure 6c

FIGURE 6 (continued): (c) As per (b) but for transport as estimated from A3 near-bottom corrected
velocity data.
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FIGURE 7

FIGURE 7: Interannual trends, over various time-periods (black=1990-2016, all available data;
grey=1998-2016, period without data gaps; color=2000-2016, period showing greatest increases in
transport) of monthly means of (a) corrected near-bottom salinity at A3; (b) near-bottom temperature
at A3; (c) transport calculated from corrected near-bottom data at A3; and (d) transport calculated from
uncorrected near-bottom data at A3. X-axis gives month (J=January; F=February; M=March; A=April;
M=May; J=June; J=July; A=August; S=September; O=October; N=November; and D=December). Black
dots in (a), (b), and (c) are also given in text form in Figure 6. Dot size indicates significance of fit, with
large dots indicating trend significant at or above the 95% level; small dot indicating trend significant at
or above the 80% level, and no dot indicating lower significance level.
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FIGURE 8

FIGURE 8: (a-c) Interannual time-series of monthly mean (a) near-bottom corrected salinity at A3; (b)
near-bottom temperature at A3; (c) transport estimated from corrected velocity data at A3. Month
indicated by color (by season) and marker style - January (blue star); February (blue dot); March (blue
circle); April (magenta star); May (magenta dot); June (magenta circle); July (red star); August (red dot);
September (red circle); October (cyan star); November (cyan dot); and December (cyan circle).
(d) By variable (green=near-bottom corrected salinity data at A3; red=near-bottom temperature data at
A3; blue=transport estimated from corrected velocity data at A3), the variance in the annual mean
explainable by a linear fit to the interannual variability of that variable in a particular month. Dot size
indicates significance of correlation, with large dots indicating trend significant at or above the 95%
level; small dot indicating trend significant at or above the 80% level, and no dot indicating lower
significance level.
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FIGURE 9

FIGURE 9: Contributions of pressure-head
term (PH) and wind forcing to the Bering
Strait transport estimated from A3 nearbottom corrected data.
(a) Pressure-head contribution in Sv
(grey=weekly fit of 30-day sliding window;
green=annual mean of calendar year).
(b) Wind contribution in Sv (grey=weekly fit
of 30-day sliding window; green=annual
mean of calendar year). Vertical scale same
as (a).
(c) Annual mean transports - black=total
transport estimated from A3 near-bottom
corrected data; green=PH contribution from
(a); red=wind contribution from (b).
(d) NCEP wind data at heading 330°T
(component best correlated with the in situ
velocity) (grey=365-day running mean,
plotted every 6 hrs; red crosses=annual
mean of calendar year).
(e) Wind-water coupling term, 𝑚𝑚𝑚, (from
equation 5.1.1) (grey=weekly fit of 30-day
sliding window; magenta=annual mean of
calendar year).
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FIGURE 10

FIGURE 10: Monthly variability of (a) the pressure-head term (PH), (b) the wind-water coupling term,
𝑚𝑚𝑚, and (c) the correlation between wind and transport, calculated using the entire time-series
(1990-2016) of A3 transport, as calculated from corrected near-bottom velocity at A3, using the NCEP 6hrly wind component at 330°T. Fits, as per equation 5.1.1, are made every 7 days on a 1-month window
of data. Grey shows all such data point by time in year. Black shows fits centered on each month.
Colored solid lines show the seasonal variability of the average of all the monthly means, with dashed
lines indicating the error in those mean. Solid brown lines in (a) and (b) show the mean of the seasonal
cycle of each parameter and brown dashed lines mark the maximum and minimum in the seasonal
cycle. Both plots are scaled such that the vertical scale is twice the annual mean of that parameter,
allowing an easy visual assessment that the peak to peak seasonal variability (as a fraction of the annual
mean) of the pressure-head is a much smaller fraction (~30%) than seasonal variability of the coupling,
𝑚𝑚𝑚, (~90% of the annual mean).
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FIGURE 11

FIGURE 11: Comparison of wind products (NCEP=black; JRA=red, ERA=blue) and in situ wind data from
Wales (green) for the Bering Strait region, showing (a, b, c) monthly means, MM, for the period 20092013) for rotated winds - (a) Vrot330, wind velocity towards heading 330°T, the wind direction best
correlated with the Bering Strait flow; (b) Urot330, wind velocity perpendicular to Vrot330, viz., wind
towards heading 60°T, and (c) average of the wind speed data (spd); (d) Annual means, AM, for Vrot330
for the time-period of the mooring data, 1990 to 2016; (e) Quadratic sum (viz., √(𝑉 2 + 𝑈 2 )) of annual
means of Vrot330 and Urot330. In all cases, thick lines give mean, with thin lines indicating error in that
mean. For ease of comparison, region between these error lines is shaded green for the observed,
Wales data. For the Wales annual means, only years with complete data are shown.
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FIGURE 12

FIGURE 12: Interannual trends, over various time-periods (black=1990-2016, all available data;
grey=1998-2016, period without data gaps; color=2000-2016, period showing greatest increases in
transport), of monthly means of (a) the pressure-head term (PH) as calculated from A3 transports from
near-bottom corrected velocity data; (b) the wind-transport coupling, 𝑚𝑚𝑚, for the same calculation;
and (c) transport calculated from corrected near-bottom data at A3 (as per Figure 7c). X-axis gives
month (J=January; F=February; M=March; A=April; M=May; J=June; J=July; A=August; S=September;
O=October; N=November; and D=December). Dot size indicates significance of fit, with large dots
indicating trend significant at or above the 95% level; small dot indicating trend significant at or above
the 80% level, and no dot indicating lower significance level.
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FIGURE 13 -

FIGURE 13: Monthly mean climatologies for the Bering Strait of near-bottom A3 corrected data of (a)
salinity, (b) temperature, (c) northward velocity, (d) transport (calculated from velocity assuming
homogeneous flow and a cross-section area of 4.25x106m3), for the first 7 years of the data set, 1991 to
1998 (black and grey) and the last 7 years of the data set, 2008 to 2015 (red). Grey region marks errors
in the 1991-1998 means; red dashed lines mark errors in the 2008 to 2015 means.
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FIGURE 14 -

FIGURE 14: Monthly mean climatology for the Bering Strait from 2003 to 2015. (a) Northward velocity
for near-bottom corrected A3 data (blue), near-bottom A4 (Alaskan Coastal Current, ACC) data (red);
and mid-depth (ACC) data (magenta). (b) Temperature for near-bottom A3 data (blue), near-bottom A4
(ACC) data (red); and satellite sea surface temperature (SST) at A3 (cyan). (c) Salinity for near-bottom
corrected A3 data (blue), and near-bottom A4 (ACC) data (red). (d) Northward transport from nearbottom corrected A3 data (blue); estimated transport of ACC (from A4 mid-depth velocity) (magenta);
estimated correction to A3 transport for missing ACC transport (brown); and estimate of total transport
(A3 plus missing ACC transport) (black).
(e) Heat transport (relative to -1.9°C) estimated from near-bottom corrected A3 data (blue), estimated
heat transport of ACC (from A4 mid-depth velocity) (magenta); estimated correction to A3 heat
transport for missing ACC transport (brown) and for 10-20m stratified layer (cyan); and estimate of total
transport (A3 plus missing ACC transport and stratification) (black).
(f) Freshwater transport (relative to 34.8psu) estimated from near-bottom corrected A3 data (blue),
estimated freshwater transport of ACC (from A4 mid-depth velocity) (magenta); estimated correction to
A3 freshwater transport for missing ACC transport (brown) and for 10-20m stratified layer (cyan); and
estimate of total transport (A3 plus missing ACC transport and stratification) (black). In all plots, shaded
regions or dashed lines indicate errors in the means. See Section 6 for more details.
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